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Synopsis

Two independent cyclotron upgrading projects are treated separately: a re-

design of the University of Manitoba cyclotron for D- ion acceleration and a study

of the beam extraction from the Princeton University ÄVF cyclotron. These two

projects are described in part 1 and paú 2 of this thesis, respectively.

The fi.rst part includes an analysis of the magnetic field mapping data that was

previously obtained from the University of Manitoba cyclotron, as well as systematic

beam orbit dynamics study based on the improved magnetic field and the newly

designed central dee-tips for D- ion acceleration. These studies show that after

the upgrade program is finished, it will be possible to obtain in the University of

Manitoba cyclotron a D- ion beam with substantial improvement in the available

maximum energy, beam quality and transmission efficiency.

The second part of this thesis first describes the extensive modifications that

were made in the computer program that was previously used. The modified pro-

gram can now be used over the full energy range of an AVF cyclotron. Then

the upgraded computer code is utilized to carry out simulative calculation for the

reference particle and the beam in phase space, from the ion source through the

electro-static deflector of the Princeton University AVF cyclotron. On the basis

of these studies, all the parameters for the extraction system are optimized, and

suggestions for further improvements are proposed.
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Introduction

The principle of the cyclotron was proposed in 1930 by Ernest O. Lawrence of

the University of California ([LAW30]). In 1932, Lawrence and Livingston in their

paper described the first prototype model which produced a proton beam of over 1

MeV energy at the Berkeley Laboratory. This early success stimulated interest in

many laboratories around the world, hence more cyclotrons were built during the

next two decades.

Ilowever, the conventional cyclotron is limited in energy by contradictory re-

quirements on the magnetic field. To provide beam stability (focusing) along the

direction of the magnetic field (axiat direction), the fi.eld must decrease with radius.

But to keep the beam in phase with a constant frequency accelerating voltage on the

dees, the field must increase with radius to compensate for the relativistic increase

in the mass of particles.

The discovery of phase stability by Veksler and McMillan in 1945 allowed the

phase requirements to be satisfied by modulating the frequency of the accelerating

voltage. A magnetic field fall-off is introduced in this "synchrocyclotron" to provide

axial focusing. This principle has been used to accelerate protons up to energies of

700 MeV at the University of California. Unfortunately, the duty cycle in this type

of machine is only about l% of. that of the conventional fixed-frequency cyclotron.

An alternate solution to the energy limitation was proposed by Thomas in 1938

([THO38]). He suggested that the phase requirement be satisfied by having the

average magnetic field increase with radius. A new type of axial focusing would

be provided by an azimuthally varying magnetic ûeld (AVF). This would more
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than compensate for the defocusing due to the increasing average field. In the

1950's several t'Thomas cyclotron" were built at Berkeley and Los Alamos. This

demonstrated that for protons, the Thomas principle could be used to increase

the energy of fixed-frequency cyclotrons from 20 MeV up to several hundred MeV.

Another suggestion, made in 1955 by Kerst ([KER55]), \ilas that spiral sectors of

strong magnetic field would give more axial focusing than the straight sectors, and

therefore a spiral-ridge cyclotron emerged.

Since the 1950's, the advent of the relativistic cyclotron gave an impetus to buitd

new cyclotrons in many laboratories around the world. The University of Manitoba

cyclotron and the Princeton University cyclotron (whose upgrading studies form

the two main constituents of this thesis) were built in the early and in the late

1960's, respectively. From then until the present time, they have been continuously

devoted to fundamental subatomic physics investigations.

In the two decades that have passed since these two cyclotrons were built, there

has been a significant advance in cyclotron technology, progress that was in part due

to the appearance of solid-state electronic devices and the emergerrce of powerful

computers. The solid-state based instrumentation made ii possible to carry out

precise mappings and analyses of the cyclotron magnetic fieid. The powerful new

generation of computers enabled one to calculate the RF electric field distribution

inside a cyclotron and then to trace particle trajectories from the ion source to

the extraction radius, under the influence of this calculated electric field a¡d the

measured magnetic field. The accuracy of these calculations is much better than

what could be obtained at the time when these first-generation AVF cyclotrons

became operational.
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In a separate development, nuclear physics experiments became more and more

sophisticated during the same time span, resulting in a need for beams of higher in-

tensity and better quality. In response to this demand, together with the availability

of enormously more advanced cyclotron technology in the 1980's, many laboratories

around the world began to embark upon ambitious upgrading programs for their

cyclotrons.

The University of Manitoba Cyclotron Laboratory was no exception. In fact,

members of the machine development group at this laboratory started investigating

the possibility of such an upgrading as early as 1976, when they carried out ex-

ploratory magnetic field mappings. Later, in 1982, more elaborate field mappings

[DER83] based on computer-aided technology were performed with much higher

precision. The result was quite encouraging; it convinced them that a substantial

improvement in beam quality would be achieved by upgrading the cyclotron. This

finally led to a decision to initiate an extensive and intensive improvement program

for the cyclotron, a project which was started in 1984. The author was engaged

in design studies for a new central region of the cyclotron for the acceleration of

D- ions, and in a beam dynamic investigation based on this new central region

geometry.

The Princeton University AVF Cyclotron Laboratory also turned its attention

to the type of improvements described earlier. A proposal to upgrade the facility

has been submitted to the National Science Foundation. The objective of the mod-

ifications to the existing accelerator system is to provide beams of a wider variety,

with substantial improvements in intensity and energy resolution.

For this purpose, a design of a new central region of the accelerator has been
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developed by Professor Oh and Dr. Yoon. The design, coupled with a new design

study of the extraction system as well as improvements to the power supply system

and the use of a higher dee voltage, is expected to enhance beam intensity by

about a factor of four. This also enables single turn extraction to be accomplished,

providing the excellent energy resolution and brightness needed for high resolution

experiments.

The initial beam dynamics study by Professor Oh and Dr. Yoon was limited

to the central region. The author's task was to extend the above study to the full

energy range of the accelerator and to carry out a redesign investigation of the beam

extraction system.

This thesis consists of two independent parts under the following headings:

(1) ,{ redesign of the University of Manitoba cyclotron for the acceleration of

D- ions, and,

(2) A study of beam extraction from the Princeton University AVF cyclotron.

The first part begins with a brief historical background of the University of

Manitoba cyclotron is presented. Then the magnetic field analysis before and after

the upgrading program is given. It is then followed by comprehensive investigations

of the particle dynamics of the D- ions in the newly designed central region based on

the improved magnetic field. This part contains an introduction to the electric field

distribution calculation, determinations of some important engineering parameters,

an inspection of the beam stability in both radial and axial motions, and finally a

computer simulation study of positive beam extraction from the cyclotron. This

part concludes with a presentation of the expected improvement in performance of



the cyclotron for the acceleration of D- afte¡ the upgrade.

The second part of this thesis deals with the upgrading program of the Prince-

ton University cyclotron. It starts with an introduction to the Princeton University

cyclotron, followed by a description of the modifications of the old computer pro-

grams. These modifications were necessary for the project. Considerable amount

of space in connection with the new design, is devoted to the discussion of the in-

vestigation of the beam extraction system. Finally, a summary is given in which

optimized values of important parameters for the extraction system are presented

and some possible future improvements are also suggested.

lons



Part I
A New Design

of
the University of Manitoba Cyclotron

for D- Ion Acceleration
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Historical Background

The University of Manitoba cyclotron is a four-sector, spiral-ridge, variable

energy machine, which was originally designed to accelerate an E- berrn whose

energy could range from 20 to 50 MeV [5TA62]. The unique feature of this cyclotron

is the method that is employed in it for trimrning the magnetic field. Here, unlike

other machines, the fi.eld is trimmed by individually controlling the permeability

of 64 blocks of Invar alloy ([PIC40], [BUR65], [BUR66]). These blocks are placed,

eight at a time, sandwiched between each hill piece and the corresponding pole piece

(8 blocks/hill piece x 2 hiÌl pieces/hill x 4 hills). The radial profile of the magnetic

field can be shaped by adjusting the temperatures of the Invar blocks (which are

arranged underneath each hill piece, successively, in eight radial positions along the

radius of the cyclotron.)

In 1976, D- ions were aJ.so successfully accelerated and extracted from the

Manitoba cyclotron. Polarized D- ions were subsequently successfully accelerated

in 1980. However, deuteron beams were rarely accelerated after that time, due to

low beam intensity and beam instability. In addition, the maximum D- ion beam

energy that was reached was only 19 MeV. From the existing cyclotron design

parameters, on the other hand, one expected to achieve variable- energy deuteron

extraction with up to 23 MeV. The main problem here was the loss of vertical

focusing in some regions of the cyclotron, and the isochronism was also poor. In

addition, there were some other problems which also contributed to fluctuations in

the beam current that was available from the cyclotron. These problems included,
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among others, very small energy gain per turn, dee movements due to a mechanical

backlash, RF heating of the dee system, etc. These problems are described in detail

in ref. ([HUA84]), ([CDG83]), ([BRUs2]).

The above facts, plus the specific problems which were related to the accelera-

tion of H- ions ([MYT86]), led us to believe that the upgrading of the Manitoba

cyclotron was an urgent task. Additionally, as time passed, the nuclear physics

experiments became more and more sophisticated, requiring beams of increasingly

higher quality and versatility. Ilence, the need to upgrade the cyclotron perfor-

mance to meet the above demands became acute. Consequently, two exploratory

studies were carried out in 1976 and 1982. Based on the above, major upgrad-

ings were carried out in 1984, as is described in detail by Dr. Yoon in his Ph.D

dissertation( [MYT86] ).

Prior to the 1984 upgrading program, the D- ions were injected at 5.5 KeV and

then accelerated by application of 14.24 MHz rf to a pair of diametrically placed

dees which was operated in the push-pull mode at a peak voltage of 14.5 KV.

These parameter vaJues, however, were by no means the optimum values, having

been chosen to keep the D- ions in the same trajectory as the H- ions. Until the

completion of the 1984 major upgrading program, this was the only option available

for accelerating D- ions.

Ä.n extensive upgrading of the cyclotron in 1984 totally changed the cyclotron

parameters for D- ion acceleration. The main features were:

1. The presence of two separate dee-tips in the central regions; one for H-

ions and another for D- ions. These u¡ere built to be mechanically interchangeable
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without too much inconvenience. It was not possible to comprornise the central

region design so that one central region geometry would serve for both modes of

operation, and still maintain the required beam quality.

2. The dee frequency was changed from 74.24 MHz in a push-pull mode to

about 30.50 MHz in a push-push mode. The change in frequency, coupled with an

improved magnetic field, was expected to increase the available maximum energy

of the deuteron beam to 27 MeV from 19 MeV.

3. The D- ion injection energy was increased to about 15 keV(from 5.5 keV) and

the dee voltage to 40 kV(from 14.5 kV). These changes, together with the change to

an RF push-push mode, greatly increased the energy gain of the D- ions, resulting

in much better beam stability, beam reproducibility and transmission efficiency.

The construction of the new dee-tips and the new central region for D- ions was

started in-house in 1984, during an intensive major cyclotron upgrading project.

The design was based on the data that was obtained during the exploratory cy-

clotron magnetic field mapping program which was car¡ied out in 1982. During

the 1984 fi.eld mapping and shimming progranr, however, the magnetic field of the

cyclotron underwent an extensive reshaping([GUS8a]). The cyclotron flutter field

was effectively extended inward, towards the center of the cyclotron, to irnprove

the vertical focusing in this region. This extension, however, resulted in the radial

broadening of the bump magnetic field of the cyclotron.

To take this broadening effect into account, and to investigate the effectiveness

of the parameter changes, the dee-tips and central region were redesigned and the

beam orbit dynarnics were restudied.
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The first part of this thesis (chapters 1-5) describes the author's work within

the context of the upgrading project of the University of Manitoba cyclotron. This

work involved the analyses of the field mapping data, the redesign studies for a new

centra^l region for the D- ion acceleration, and a detailed study of the beam orbit

dynamics.
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Chapter 2

The Magnetic Field

for the Acceleration of D- Ions

2.L The magnetic field mapping method

In the University of Manitoba cyclotron, to measure and improve the magnetic

field distribution, field mapping programs were carried out in 1976,1982 and 1984.

In the last mapping program, a "fl,ip coilt' (which consisted of an assembly of.52

coils, equally spaced along the radius of the cyclotron), was utilized. As the coils

were moved along the azimuthal direction on the median plane and fl.ipped, the

current induced in them flowed to chopper-stablized integrators. A digital volt-

meter measured the individual integrated voltages through the multiplexer. All the

data and control signals passed through interfaces onto a LSI-7L123 microcomputer.

Once a mapping had been started, this computer controlled all the measuring events

and recorded the freld measurements at uniform intervals of azimuth angle. The

resulting raw field values were transferred to the VAX'-711750 computer for analysis.

After that, the fields were Fourier-analyzed to sort out their intrinsic harmonic

components. The resulting magnetic field in the median plane(z:O) of the cyclotron

can be expanded as

B"(r.,0) : Bo(r) + Ð(,4"(r) cos(nN0) + a,çr¡ sin(n/[d))
r¿:l

(2.1)

where Bo(t) is the average field at radius r, and N is the number of magnet sectors.

I[ere, A"(r) and Br,(r) represent the amplitude of the nth harmonic components of

the magnetic field.
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Note that components attributable to the field imperfection have been omitted

in eq.(2.1) because the field mappings were performed only over one complete sector

of the cyclotron. This automatically eliminated any possibility of recovering the

imperfection field components from the measurements.

The analysis was carried out by using the code MAPANL which was developed

at the University of Manitoba (henceforth denoted by U. of M.) cyclotron laboratory.

The basic algorithm of MAPANL was introduced in the work of Gordon and Welton

([GOR59], [\4/EL59]), who developed methods to find the equilibrium orbit and to

calculate u¡ ur¡ v", etc. as functions of the energy. With the particle energy as

an input, the program integrates the equations of motion over one magnetic field

period(9Oo), using the azimuthal angle(d) as the independent variable. Since the

equilibrium orbit, by definition, is smoothly closed upon itself, the initial values of

r and p' are the same as the final values of these variables along the equilibrium

orbit. The determination of an equilibrium orbit then reduces to the determination

of the initial values of r and pr.

The radial equations of motion are integrated numerically, to obtain r and p"

through a process of successive iterations and to determine the transfer matrices over

one period. Once r and p. have been found, all the equations, including the axial

equations, are subsequently integrated. Then the knowledge of transfer matrices for

the radial and axial motions enables us to calcul atue u, and u" by using the following

two relations ( [LIV61] ):

,,:firo.-l (+þ), 1 -, /Kn+Kzz\uz:¡;cos -\. , I
(2.2)

Elere, 0s is 2T divided by the number of sectors; J¿jrK¿i are the corresponding
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elements of the radial and axial transfer matrices, respectively. From the above

equations, it is apparent that the motion stays bounded if. h, Jzz, Kn,,K22 are rea)

and if the absolute va.lue of the trace of each of the transfer matrices is less than

two.

The revolution frequencies, z" and r/z) can be easily evaluated after all the

integrations over one period have been carried out with respect to the independent

variable d. The time t is also integrated as a function of d. Several references

([GOR59], [WEL59]) provide the explicit forms of the equations of motion as well

as more detaiis about the computational procedures.

By repeating the above procedures for different input energies, one can obtain

curves of u, u" and ur, as functions of r.

These three curves were then investigated to obtain improved shapes and loca-

tions for shims to be placed inside the cyclotron. On the basis of these three curves,

we could also choose a better set of temperature settings for the Invar blocks for the

succeeding mapping. The shims, after being machined, were placed in the indicated

position inside the cyclotron for the next set of field mappings.

2.2 ,Lnalysis of the mapping data

Figs. 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 show the field properties before the upgradeof the mag-

netic field. These ûgures provide the D- particle's revolution frequency (z) as well

as the axal (v") and radial (2,) focusing frequencies. Each of these frequencies, (the

three most important characteristics of the cyclotron magnetic field), is plotted as

a function of the radius of the D- ion beam.
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Ideally, z should be a constant all along the radius, so that the isochronism in

the acceleration of the D- ions can be maintained. However, Fig. 2.1 indicates that

it fluctuates considerably.

A particularly conspicuous fluctuation is seen to occur at a radius of approxi-

mately 10 cm. This fluctuation is caused by a premature termination of the central

bump magnetic field. Such a bump pulls the flux from the surrounding area, and

therefore tends to leave a shadow just outside the bump.

A departure from isochronism results in a phase oscillation of the particles

during acceleration. Let us now utilize the following notation: we define þ lo be

the phase of a particle with respect to the RF voltage, -lÍ the turn number) un¡t

the angular oscillation frequency of the electric field, ø(E) the particle's revolution

frequency at the energy E, h the integral harmonic ratio. We also let Et denote

the maximum energy gain per turn [which is a function of the charge number, the

total number of dees, the dee voltage, the harmonic mode, and the dee angle that

depends on the turn number]. One can then formulate the expressions for the phase

change per turn and for the energy gain per turn as,

: h cos ó(E) (2.3)

F¡om these equations, it is straightforward to derive a formula for the phase oscil-

Iation as a function of energy. The result is given by

:^(ffi- r) and,

sin/(E) : sin ó,*'# 1", (ffi- t) aø

dE
dT,T

d.ó(E)

d.N

(2.4)

where do and .E¿, respectively, are the RF phase and the beam energy at the center
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Fig s. 2.7,2.2,2.3 Results of the '"agnetic ûeld mapping that was
carried out before 1984. For each plot, the hori-
zontal axis denotes the radius of D- ion in cen-
timeters, and the vertical axis represents the D-
ion's revolution frequency (fig. 2.1), axial fe.
cusing frequency (frg. 2.2) and radial focusing
frequency (fig. 2.3) in figs. 2.7,2.2, and 2.3, re,
spectively.
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of the first gap (between the mirror and the dee-tips in the case of the U of M

cyclotron).

We now apply the above equation to fig. 2.1 and substitute the following values:

do:*8o, h:I, uvF:Ztr x 74.24 MHz, E¡:5.5 keV and .81 ranging from 25 keV to

48 keV, depending on the turn number. The result that we obtain is shown in fig.

2.4.

From this figure, we notice that the phase excursion keeps increasing along the

radius. The figure indicates that when the particle's energy reaches 19 MeV (r:40

cm), the phase has already become -80o. Therefore, with the field configuration

that leads to fig. 2.4, ii is no longer possible to accelerate a D- particle with an

energy that is higher than 20 MeV. Moreover, these large phase excursions cause the

beam to undergo a great number of turns to reach 19 MeV, and the turn separation

in this energy region is, in fact, almost unrecognizable. It is therefore expected that

there will be a large spread in the number of turns among the particles extracted

from the cyclotron. This kind of spread may lead to a deterioration in beam quality

(".g., to a large energy spread or to a large beam center spread, efc.).

Let us now turn our attention to the axial motion, Fig. 2.2. A large dip is

seen to fall to zero at r: 48 cm and then for larger radii, u, acqrldtes an imagi-

nary value, indicating that the axial motion experiences a defocusing force. The

axial displacement, z, wher- u" vanes adiabatically, is given by [LIV61](assume no

acceleration):

canst ^!i 1v,ud.t¿ - --:v, ù

t/'"Bo
(2.5)

the cyclotron angularwhere Bo (:,¿Mlù i" the average magnetic field, and ø is
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frequency. This expression indicates that the motion in the z direction grorrs ex-

ponentially when u, is imagSnary with a growth rate (A,z f Ar) that is proportional

to *íur, where í : !ET. Therefore, most of the ions are expected to be lost in

passing through this region, by hitting the dee structures. Even for those that are

not lost, many will have a large oscillation amplitude.

Fig. 2.2 shows that there is a large defocusing effect between r:48 and 51 cm.

This effect was eventually traced to the presence of a large magnetic shim placed at

the leading edge of each valley at this radius and further outward(It turned out that

the presence of this shim affected the shape of the spiral so much that the sense of

the direction of the spiral reversed in this region). The sudden rise in ur, starting

at r:48 cm in fr9. 2.3, results from the effect of this shim. This is the most serious

imperfection of the U of M cyclotron that had to be corrected.

The above two effects, the defect in the axial focusing and the serious phase ex-

cursion, were together sufficient to prevent the D- ion beam from reaching energies

above 19 MeV instead of achieving the intended design goal of 22.5 MeV.

It is now therefore clear that the magnetic field in the U of M cyclotron had

serious imperfections before 1984. These problems could be corrected only by reopti-

mizing the cyclotron field through a series of field mapping and shimming programs,

and such a project was started in November 1983.

2.3 The improvement of the magnetic freld after upgrade

The results of the 1984 field mapping for the D- ions are depicted in fig. 2.5,

2.6 ar'd 2.7. These graphs indicate that the serious shortcomings of the field, as

mentioned earlier, have now disappeared. The improvement in the isochronism can
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be clearly seen by comparing frg. 2.5 with fig. 2.1. The width of the fluctuations in

z, between 13 and 40 cm, is now within 30 kHz(60 kHz with the second-harmonic

mode of acceleration).

The axial focusing frequency, u., has also improved significantly, as can be seen

by comparing fig. 2.6 with fr,9. 2.2. To obtain these results, the Invar temperatures

were set at T1-40, Tz:50, Te:154, T¿:95, Ts:230, To:105, Tz:180, Ts:230

oC, (the main magnet current set at 3350 A), as well as placing three sets of shims

in the valley. The first set of shims, a very large one, extends from the 40 cm radius

to the outer edge of pole-tips, and is placed on the trailing edge of the valley. The

second set of shims is of medium size, and is centered around the 20 cm radius.

The third set is a sma.ll one, and is located at a radius of approximately 8 cm. This

last set of shims was introduced in order to reduce the slope of u in this region and

to extend the central bump field further out, while at the same time improving the

behaviors of u, in. this region.

.A.n improvement in axial focusing can also be seen clearly from fig. 2.6. The

disappearances of the axial focusing at radii of 10 and 48 cm (see fig. 2.2) have

clearly been corrected. Furthermore, z, is now seen to increase smoothly throughout

the entire region.

The radial contour rnaps of the new magnetic field in the median plane of the

cyclotron for the D- ions are depicted in figs. 2.8.
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Figs.2.5,2.6,2.7 Results of the magnetic field mapping that was
carried out in 1984. For each plot, the horizontal
axis denotes the radius of D- ion in centimeters,
and the vertical axis represents the D- ion's rev-
olution frequency (frg. 2.5), axial focusing fre-
quency (fig. 2.6) and radial focusing frequency
(frs. 2.7).
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Fig.2.8 The radial contour map of the D- field for the new central region of
the University of l¡danitoba cyclotron.
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Chapter 3

The Electric Field Calculation for D- Ion Acceleration

Knowledge of the distributions of both the electric field and the magnetic field

inside a cyclotron is one of the fundamental prerequisites for successful investigations

of the beam orbit dyna-ics. For the U of M cyclotron, the magnetic field distri-

bution can be obtained from the measured data, an approach which was described

in chapter 2. However, the data for the electric field distribution in this cyclotron

was not available. For a simple dee structure (e.g.,d¿:180o), the electric field

distribution may be obtained in a closed form by utilizing the Schwartz-Cristoffel

transformation method [MUR53]. However, the dee structure of the sector-focused

cyclotron is, in general, too complicated for analytical calculations of the electric

field distribution to be possible. One could also try to obtain this distribution by

d.irect measurements in the median plane of model electrodes; for example, by using

the electrolytic tank (or trough) method (|REI65], [ZIN69]). Yet, this method also

has the following significant drawback, and hence can not be utilized in our design

studies of the new central region; more specifically, whenever a change in the geome-

try is necessary, this method requires an actual re-machining of the model electrode,

a very expensive and time-consurrring procedure. Furthe¡more, a significant error

may also occur during the measurement process due to various reasons(See, for in-

stance, the description in Septier's book [SEP67, Chapterl.2]. The accuracy of the

result obtained from this method seerns to be no better lb¿n íYo.

On the other hand, a numerical solution of Laplace equation, by using the

successive over-relaxation (SOR) method, enables us to obtain an accurate static
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electric potential distribution. When applied to a cyclotron, this method assumes

that the real dynamic field is approximated by a "quasi-static" freld, a static field

with a uniform potential over the entire dee structure that varies sinusoidally with

time. The SOR method has a number of advantages over other methods of obtaining

the electric field distributions, being more accurate (it can be better than 0.1% for a

static field), inexpensive, and less time-consurning [LOU71]. We therefore employed

this method to obtain the electric potential distribution in the central region of the

U of M cyclotron. The detailed theory of the SOR method can be found elsewhere

([NEL69a], lNEL69bl, [LOU71], ICHESI]). Consequently, in the following pages,

only a very brief review of the SOR method is given and instead we shall emphasize

its application to the calculation of the electric potential in the U of M cyclotron's

central region.

3.1 A surnrnary of the successive over-relaxation rnethod

The numerical solution of the Lapiace equation can be obtained by approxi-

mating this differential equation by a set of difference equations. For the actual

computation, the region of interest is divided into a number of cubic meshes. The

potential at each node is then calculated iteratively, by averaging the potentials at

adjacent nodes, until the potential converges. To make the convergence faster, the

successive over-relaxation coeffi.cient c, a numerical factor which usually lies be-

tween one and two, is employed. The potential at node (i, j,k) af the nth iteration

is then given by the expression

óT¡x: óijr' + "ïlfal1-, + ói;l + ói-t * óî;i + ói-t+ di;il - óTj*'1. (3.1)

The optimum value of a depends on the dimensions of the meshes and it is given
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by [FOR60]

a:2*2¡r 1.1 1 1

¡( o, 
* 

n, 
* ,r)' (3.2)

where (prqrr) is the dimension of the meshes in the i, j,k directions, respectively.

3.2 Computational details

In our design studies of the new central region of the U of M cyclotron, the mesh

dimensions and the value of a were taken to be (256,256,15) and 1.5, respectively.

We see from eq. (3.2) that the optimum theoretical value of a for these mesh

dimensions is 1.7573. However, it should be noted that the formal derivation of

eq. (3.2) was carried out by imposing fixed Dirichlet or Neumann conditions on

the boundary planes while all the interior points were free to vary [FOR60]. The

real situation does not quite correspond to this picture; the potentials in many

interior points are al.so fixed. Therefore, the effective mesh dimensions (prqrr)

are smaller than the real dimensions, making the value of a smaller than the one

that is predicted by .q. (3.2). Since the design investigations of our new central

region required studies of many trial geometries, in order to find the best geometry,

it appears to be too time-consuming to search for the optimum va^lue of a that

corresponds to each new geometry. Therefore, in our investigations, no such effort

was made; instead, the value of c was fixed, at a:1.5, throughout the calculation,

thereby greatly simplifying the computations. With this value of a, the total number

ofiterations that are required to achieve an average fractional change in the potential

(per iteration) of 10-6 was found to be about 120.

In order to be able to start numerical calculation, we initially assign an arbi-

trary(uniform) potential to each point in the "empty" space of our region (i.e., to
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each point which is neither on the outside boundary nor on the electrode bound-

ary). This value of the potential was taken to be half the sum of the maximum and

minimum potential values that are assigned by us to the electrodes in the region.

Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the boundary region. In order to carry out the

actual SOR calculation, the FORTRAN packages RLX3D were developed at the U

of M Cyclotron Laboratory [OH83]. The packages consist of severa.l independent

main programs. These include the program for initializing the potential, the main

relaxation program, and the program for expanding the region by reducing the mesh

size. More detailed descriptions of the structures of these programs can be found

in the reference just quoted above.

The accuracy of the calculation of the electric potential depends upon the mesh

size. As was mentioned earlier, the effect of the electric field on the motion of a

particle is most important during the fi.rst few turns. Therefore, meshes of 0.25 ."tn

were taken to cover this region, which are sufficiently small. As the particle moves

toward the outer region, coarser meshes can be utilized. In order to cover the entire

acceleration range of the cyclotron, as well as to include all the ground shields,

the RLXSD program starts with 4 r.,rn meshes. Then, in sequence, the program

carries out the SOR calculation, reduces the mesh size by half and re-calculates the

potential, eúc., until the calculation with meshes of 0.25 mm is performed. Of all

this, the flelds obtained from the 4 mm grids were not used in the particle tracing.

The data that were actualiy used in the beam dynamics studies involved meshes

which ranged f¡om 2 .nrn down to 0.25 mm.
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Chapter 4

The D- Beam Orbit Dynamics

4.1 Introduction

In the beginning of this thesis we noted that the idea of an azimuthutly varying

field (AVF) led to the development of a sector-focused cyclotron, for which the

axial focusing term from this AVF co'"ponent was found to be independent of

the requirement of isochronism. To be more specific, we will now look into the

expression for the axial betatron oscillation in an AVF cyclotron. In the limit of

small flutter amplitudes of the magnetic field, this frequency is given approximately

by [LIV6i]

(r")' : 'r + F(R) + zF(R) tarz ( + F(R)nz lwz (4.1.1)

where 7 is a field index defined by I -- -(r I B)(dB ldr) al;.d { describes the spiral

angle of the magnetic field [LIV61]. The flutter function, .F, is a measure of the

azimuthally varying part of the magnetic field, and is defined by

F- (B') - (B)' ...d0

6"(r)),

(B)2 )

(4.1.2)

B:B(rr0,z:0)-

where ff is the total number of identical sectors (which is 4 for the U of M cyclotron).

Eq. (a.1.1) is derived through a linear analysis of orbits in an AVF field. The

successive terms on the right-hand side of that equation represent contributions

from four different focusing effects as follows:

t tZt
uhere (. ..) = + I2n Jo

æ

(B) + Ð n"O) cos ntrr(d -
n:7
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Term 1: Focusing or defocusing by the gradient of the radial field.

Term 2: Thomas (or Sector) focusing.

Term 3: Focusing by the edge fields of a spiral boundary.

Term 4: Alternating-gradient focusing arising from the change in the actual

field index between hills and valleys. Usually, this is a small effect.

Therefore, to ensure axial focusing, the sum of the Thomas focusing and the

spiral boundary focusing in eq.(4.1.1) must be greater than the defocusing effect

from the first term (which is required to be negative to satisfy the condition of

isochronism). In general, however, the spiral angle near the center of an AVF

cyclotron approaches zero. The fl.utter amplitude a.lso approaches zero at the center,

since the effects of hills and valleys on the field cancel out within a radius that is

comparable to(or less than) the gap width between the poles. We therefore have,

at small radii,

F=0, "2--t<oB x (B), (4.1.3)

The beam would then experience an exponential growth in the z (axial) direction,

as is indicated by eq. (2.5). This has disastrous consequence, because the dee( or

the vacuum chamber) usually limit the available vertical height for the oscillation

in any cyclotron.

To solve this problem, Richardson [RIC65] suggested that a magnetic cone (i.e.,

a "field bump") be inserted at the center of a machine. This would cause the

magnetic field away from the center to decrease monotonically until the bump fie1d

region is passed, i.e., until the region where the field approaches the isochronous
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fi.eld value. This results in a positive 7 value and u! to be positive. Therefore, axial

focusing can thus be achieved. In the University of Manitoba cyclotron, this field

bump approach is utilized; through the use of a pair of center plugs a bell-shaped

field bump, of approximately 250 gauss at its peak, has been achieved. The bump

field extends up to approximately 13 cm (-5") in radius.

Fig. 2.6 indicates that in the U of M cyclotron, the focusing effect for D- ions

from the field bump starts to become appreciable only at radii larger than 7 cm.

These two figures clearly show that the values of. u" lor radii that are smaller than

7 cm, for D- ions, are less than 0.1, values which are insufficient to provide an

adequate focusing force. Investigation through computer simulated particle tracing

showed that obtaining an adequate focusing force in this region is an absolutely

necessity, because the subsequent motion of a beam is greatly dependent upon its

motion in the earlier turns.

As we will later see, such a focusing force in the central region can be provided

by the accelerating RF electric field. A precise controlling of the beam's early

motion can then be achieved by properly designing the electrodes (dee-tips in the

case of the U of M cyclotron), utilizing the results of the studies of the beam orbit

dynamics.

The above considerations, therefore, led us to decide to carry out a design study

of the new dee-tips for the U of M cyclotron. In view of the problem described above,

one of the goals of that design study was to obtain sufficient axial focusing near the

center of the cyclotron, thereby improving the beam quality of D- ions. In choosing

the central region dee geometry, we note that the magnetic field is about 1.95 tesla

and that therefore the turn separation is exceedingly small. To prevent the injected
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ions from hitting the .nirror housing(which is at ground potential), the RF voltage

has to be large in this region so that the ions can clear the structure during the fi.rst

turn. The voltage has to be low enough to prevent sparking. For the N : 1 mode

of acceleration, this means a 180o dee tip geometry. For N :2,t on the other hand,

90o dee tips are desired. As we could not find a eingle dee-tips structure which can

be operated for both N : 1 and N : 2 mode, we decided to have two separate

dee-tips, one for the H- ion acceleration and the other for the D- ion acceleration.

The utilization of the separate dee tips would make it possible for the D- ions to

be accelerated in the second-harmonic mode, and consequently should lead to a

significant improvement in the beam quality for D- ions, as is described below.

The new dee-tips for D- ions, as viewed from the top of the cyclotron, are

depicted in fig. 4.1.

Based on the new central region and the dee structure, the electric field distri-

bution in the U of M cyclotron was obtained from the successive over-relaxation

method that was described above. Subsequently, we performed the beam orbit

dynamics studies that are described in the following section.

4.2 Investigations based on the beam orbit dynamics studies

Â.s was mentioned above, one important motivation for embarking upon a design

study of the new dee-tips \ilas to provide a suffcient axial focusing force for the first

several turns of orbit in the cyclotron, for radii that are too small for the efiect of

magnetic field bump to become important. The design study, therefore, must also

include beam orbit dynarnics investigations. In such investigations, the motion of a

beam in a specific design geometry is scrutinized to see whether that geometry yields
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Fis.4.l The new N=2 central regiou of the University
of Menitoba cyclotrorrr as viewed from the top
of the cyclotron. la: South dee-tip, lb: North
dee-tip, 2: electrostatic mirror assembly, 4: hill.
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a satisfactory beam. Such studies, in fact, were carried out utilizing a successive

approach in which a trial new geometry was fi.rst designed. Then the motion of

a beam in this particular geometry was studied. Subsequently, the geometry was

modified to obtain a beam whose motion was rnore satisfactory.

To facilitate this approach, a computer program, NUTRACK, was developed

as a special version of the numerical orbit tracking program. NUTRACK is rela-

tivistically correct, utilizes double-precision, and has the capability to trace three-

dimensional particle motions both forward and backward in time. The magnetic

f.eld mapping data (R20191.PRF) and the calculated electric potential data, are

both read in as inputs for NUTRACK. Then, after utilizing additional input data

(such as the particie specifications, the initial conditions, the oscillation frequency of

the electric field, the dee voltage, etc.)rlhe program starts integrating the following

set of equations of motion:

dr' F
-:-dt rn'y

Eo, :q(.d cos ,t + {, x Ê¡

dW * di dr-

E:'E'ü: dt'dt

(4.2.1)

To facilitate the computation, only the linear motions are investigated.

During the integration procedure, both the magnetic field and the electric field

at the particle's position are ca.lculated by employing the cubic spline approach. A

fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to carry out the integration. The time is

taken as the independent variable and a total of 2000 integration steps are taken per

period of revolution of the particle. The output of the NUTRACK program consists

of the instantaneous values of the particle's coordinates, momentum, energy, RF
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phase, etc.. A, thorough analysis of these parameters then provides all the necessary

information about the motion of the beam of the charged particles.

The study of the beam orbit dynamics consists of (1) the analysis of the isochro-

nism, (2) the investigation of the behavior of the beam orbit center, as well as of the

radial and axial motions, and (3) the studies of other accelerator parameters such as

the dee voltage, the injection conditions for the particles, etc.. The injection condi-

tions include the starting RF phase for the reference particle, the injection angle at

the mirrorts center, the injection energy, and the position in space and time of the

injection point. The simultaneous optimization of all of these parameters involves

a thorough study of the radial and the axial motions in the central region.

4.2.t The determination of the parameters for the accelerating electric

field

The study of isochronism is very important for a cyclotron. This type of ac-

celerator has the property that the orbital period of the beam is independent of

the previous energy history of the ions. Therefore, phase oscillations do not occur,

and the ions exhibit stability with respect to the RF phase. To ensure that par-

ticle synchronization is maintained through the acceleration process, there are two

prerequisites: an optimized magnetic field distribution and accurate parameters for

the associated accelerating electric field. The first requirement has been discussed

in Chapter 2. The accelerating electric field parameters include the RF frequency,

the dee voltage, the initial RF phase angle of particle, etc..

If possible, a higher dee voltage is usually preferred. In this way, a larger

energy gain per turn can be obtained; thus, a smaller number of turns and less
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time are needed to achieve a given energy. The dee voltage of the accelerator

basically depends on the available RF power from the supplying system. In the

U of M cyclotron, the upgrading program increased the available RF power from

15 k\ry to 30 kW. It resulted in the increase in the available dee voltage to 40 kV.

With this voltage, an energy gain per turn of as much as 120 keV can be attained.

Consequently, the D- particle needs only 200 - 250 turns to attain an energy of 27

MeV.

One of the critical goals of our study was to find the optimum starting RF phase

angle of the reference particle {o at the injection point; the reference particle should

gain, on the average, the maximum possible energy per turn in reaching the desired

energy. At the same time, the phase oscillation should be kept to a minimum at all

radii.

For this purpose, a systematic search fot þo was carried out by varying the initial

RF phase from /6 : -270o by Aé" : *10o with atl the other initial parameters

fixed. The resulting RF phases of chosen particles(while crossing the gap's middle

line) as function of gap number is shown in fi.g. 4.2. From this figure we note that

the phase angles of these particles gradually decrease due to the bump field in the

centra.l region of the cyclotron. By studying the phase delay we find that after

three turns the particle with óo : -270o has gained the maximum energy, where

its energy is 479 keV and the radius reached is 71 "'r". Although the particle with

Óo: -260o has a smaller phase excursion at the end of 3"d turn (-2"), a further

investigation indicates that particles with initial RF phase angles of less than -255o

would hit the dee tip since their large phase excursion lead to a very small energy

gain during the first gap crossing. We, tberefore, choose -270o as the initiat phase
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of the reference particle in our orbit dynamics study.

In principle, the choice of the RF frequency of the dee's electric freld depends

on the specific properties of the cyclotron magnetic field. From frg. 2.5 it can be

seen that, in order to keep the phase excursion small, the RF frequency should be

about 30.4 MHz.

To determine the optimum RF frequency more accurately, the particle trajec-

tories were scanned for frequencies ranging from 30.400 to 30.418 MHz in steps

of 0.003 MHz. The resulting energy gains per turn, as functions of the RF cycle

number, are given in fig. 4.3. The energy gain per turn is L,E : LÐrocos /, where

LE* is the maximum possible energy gain per turn ( 160 keV for the U of M cy-

clotron), which depends only on the dee voltage and / represents the average phase

angle while the particle crosses the dee gaps. Hence the distribution given in fig.

4.3 is equivalent to the phase oscillation of these particles. From fig. 4.3, we note

that in the central region where all the phases decrease in a similar way due to the

bump field, their differences are negligible compared to the non-isochronism which

is caused by the bulge field(See Chapter 2). In the middle region, frg. 2.5 indicates

that the isochronism is very good, so that the energy gains per turn are kept stable

within a range of *10 keV; the higher the frequency, the larger the energy gain per

turn. In the outer region, where the radius is greater than 45 cm, the magnetic

field falls off rapidly, and the phases of all of these particles increase. As the phase

departs further and further from the optimum accelerating phase angle, the energy

gain per turn drops accordingly, and the particles eventually enter the deceleration

region. This limits the maximum energy available in the cyclotron. From fig. 4.3,

it can be seen that the particles with higher RF frequency would enter the decel-
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erating region earlier although the energy gain per turn is larger for most of the

accelerating region. Maintaining a maximum energy per turn during acceleration

usually leads to a better beam(in intensity, ernittance, stability, etc) and therefore it

is seen from this figure that we should choose this frequency if our need is for a D-

beam of.22 MeY(r : 46 cm) or less. On the other hand, for acceleration to highest

possible energy, we should set the frequency to the lowest possible value(such as

30.402 MHz). Thus, the choice of the RF frequency depends on the desired energy

lor D- beam from the cyclotron. Our calculation indicates that it is possible to

obtain 27 MeY D- ions from the University of Manitoba cyclotron, utilizing an RF

frequency of 30.402 MHz, as is shown in fig. 4.4.

However, once the enelgy requirement is satisfied, a smaller RF frequency is

preferred. In the following studies, we will use 30.408 MHz as the RF frequency of

the reference particle. The available maximum energy is about 26 MeV which is

attained when the particle has orbited through 226 turns.

lMith the three RF parameters chosen as described above, beam dynamic studies

are then carried out to determine the beam properties in the longitudinal phase

space. In this study, initial RF phases fton -257o to -2770 were exa,mined. The

results are as follows:

(1) the available maximum energy is E-:26.3 MeV

(2) the maximum radius obtained is R,,,:59.6 cm

(3) the required number of turns is N:226

(a) the energy spread, for an initiat phase spread of.20o, is AE:110 keV, so

that A,E lE:0.22%
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Fíg. 4.3 The energy gain/turn as a function of the average radius. The RF
frequencies of the five representative particles are(from the lowest to
the highest): 30.402,30.405, 30.408, 30.410, 30.413 and 30.418 MHz,
respectively.
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4.2.2 The radial motion

In a cyclotron with a cylindrically symmetric magnetic field, a radially well

behaved beam is a t'well-centered" beam, whose center coincides with the center

of the machine. Such a well-centered beam is highly desirable in a cyclotron, since

then the coherent oscillations arising from the off-center motion can be minimized.

Consequently, the motion in the outer region would then depend less upon the

previous history of the beam and, hence, the beam extraction becomes much easier.

In a sector focused cyclotron, there is no cylindrical symmetry in the magnetic

field and therefore the meaning of centering is less obvious. Nevertheless, orre car

define particle centering(for a given energy) in the sense of the average of the instan-

taneous center of curvature along the equilibrium orbit. The trajectories of actual

particles depart from this equilibrium orbit in the course of their acceleration. The

degree of the departure can be averaged over the one complete revolution and this

quantity can be used as the measure of off-centering.

In order to study the radial motion of a beam, it is, therefore, appropriate

to start by investigating the motion of the instantaneous center of the radius of

curvature(we will call it "the orbit center"). Let us assume that ^Ë is the position

vector of particle, y' is the radius of curvature and r- is the radial vector from the

center of the cyclotron to the center of curvature of the orbit, as is described in Fig.

4.7. Then, from straightforward vector considerations, we obtain the relationship

ñ. -- r'+ í. Substituti ng F : qÉ x f into the above equation, we subsequently obtain

the positioo(X", Y.) of. the center of the particle's orbit in terms of the Cartesian
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coordinates:

(4.2.2)

where (X,Y) and (P", Pr), respectively, are the position and the momentum of the

particle at the time ú. Note that both B" and Bg ate zero he¡e because we have

confined the motion to the median plane (z:0).

For up to 50 orbits, the instantaneous motion of the center of the orbit of the

reference particle for the D- beam was obtained from eq. (4.2.2) and is given

in fig. 4.5. The X and Y axes of ihis figure represent the directions along, and

perpendicular to, the dee-gap, respectively. The origin denotes the center of the

cyclotron. Each point on the figure indicates the instantaneous orbit center of

the D- beam. A "well-centeredt' beam is then the one whose reference pa.rticles'

orbit center (averaged over one complete orbit turn) converges onto the cyclotron

center. The figure shows that the overall center of the orbit is indeed relatively

well-converged onto the origin.

It is reasonable to expect that the beam orbit centering is very sensitive to

the injection angle of the particle. Figs 4.6 to 4.9 demonstrate the instantaneous

motion of the center of four particles with the injection angles of 121o, L24orl27o,

and 130o, respectively. From these figures, it is obvious that 127o should be chosen

as the injection angle of the reference particle.

It is then possible to fix the horizontal position of the 'nirror in such a way that

the reference particle will pass through the "'ìrror gap at the center of the gap.

In fig. 4.10, the trajectories of eighty D- paúicles through up to fifteen turns

are simultaneously depicted. The initial conditions of these particles at the injection

P",X":X-*, P.Yr:Y + -
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Figs. 4.6 - 4.9 The idtial center motion of four selected parti-
cles. Their injection slope angles with the mi¡ro¡
a¡e 1210 (fig. 4.6, top left), 124" (fig. 4.7,top
right), 1270 (fig.4.8, bottom left), l30o(fig. 4.9,
bottom right).
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point were chosen from the r - p" phase space ellipse whose area is 120 'nr" mrad.

The spreads in phase (fi0") and energy (+0.2 keV) were also taken into account

in the calculation so that the diagram should closely resemble the real situation.

Fig. 4.11 denotes the initial distribution of the centers of the eighty particles in

X-Y plane. It can be seen that the distribution is assumed to be an ellipse.

Further theoretical analysis indicated that the radial spread of beam orbits is

mainly caused by the effect of the accelerating gap crossing oscillation([BLO71].

Therefore, a more homogeneous electric field distribution would be helpful in im-

proving the radial motion of the beam. In this study, we have tried to utilize an

RF quasi-static field 1.1 kV less than,Eocosr,.rf, i.e.rto use E:Eocosa¡f - 1.1 kV

instead of E:Eo cosut, this has reduced the shift of the center of the beam in the

first 20 turns by about 30%.

4.2.3 The axial motion

As was mentioned earlier, a major problem that is associated with the axial

motion of a beam in the central region of the cyclotron (especially for the U of M

cyclotron) is the lack of axial focusing. In order to confine a beam to the vicinity of

the median plane, an adequate axial focusing force is required. Such a focusing force

not only prevents a beam from hitting the dee wall (or the vacuum chamber), but

also restricts the beam to a linear motion region. This latter condition is very im-

portant, for otherwise higher-order effects will become dominant, thus invalidating

the assumption of decoupled radial and axial motions. The axial geometry of the

new central region of the U of M cyclotron was carefully optimized along these lines.

The final geometry shows that the internal height of the dee is z:6 mm. between the
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Fig.4.L0 Fifty D- particles'radial trajectories through
up to fifteen orbit turns. The initial conditions
of the particles were a¡bitrarill distributed; the
phase space area was 120 mrn mrad, the energy
spread was =0.2 ke\¡ and the RF phase spread
was tl0o. The six points on the figure in the
central region denote the locations of the posts
(See section a.2.3).
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Initial Distribution of the centre
of D- beam

14-o

-6. O

X

Fi7.4.71' The initial distribution of the center position fo¡ the be^"' desc¡ibed
in fi9.4.10.
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first accelerating gap, and r:2.6 cm, then the internal dee height increases linearly

with r tili r:11 cm, where z is 2.2 crn.

To investigate the stabiiity of beam in its axial motion, we studied two particle

trajectories, off the median plane in the new central region of the U of M cyclotron,

up through twenty fi.ve turns. The results are displayed in fig. 4.L2. These tra-

jectories were obtained by numerical integration of the particle's orbits. In fig.

4.L2, lhe horizontal axis denotes the particle's orbit number and the vertical axis

represents the displacement from the median plane of the cyclotron. The two par-

ticles shown in the figure are the orthogonal rays; they correspond to two linearly

independent solutions of the second-order differential equation with the oscillation

phase difference of g0o at the starting point. These two particles were chosen from

the boundary in the beam phase space ellipse, whose area is 120 mm mrad, a value

which corresponds to the actual emittance of the beam from the axial injection

system. Fig. 4.12 indicates that the maximum amplitude of the oscillation is about

9 mm, a value that is unacceptably large. For such a large oscillation amplitude,

most of the particles will hit the dee wall and will be lost.

The above problem was initially solved in the 1960's, by introducing an arrange-

ment of grids along the edges of the dees([COX62]). In general, an accelerating gap

(with a two-dimensional geometry ) provides electric focusing on the entrance side

and electric defocusing on the exit side. The net effect, to the first order, is a null

focusing effect. A way of enhancing the elect¡ic focusing is to reduce (or eliminate )

the defocusing force on the exit side. The enhanced electric focusing may be effec-

tive for an injected beam for up to 4 or 5 turns of orbit. The placement of mesh on

the exit side will eliminate the defocusing force, thereby enhancing the rf electric
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focusing considerably. This development, however, would result in a noticeable re-

duction in the beam transrnission. But this adverse effect can be avoided when we

simply replace the grid by a set of posts each of which is carefully piaced between

the successive turns so that the post will not intercept the beam. If we replace the

grids by a set of posts, then most of the field lines will end at the posts (the field has

no axial component at a post but only the horizontal component), thereby reducing

the defocusing effect (see Fig. 4.13). By reducing the gap between the posts, we

can reduce the defocusing effect of these second gaps almost completely. In the U

of M cyclotron, therefore, a number of posts were placed along the leading edges of

the two dee-tips. It should be noted that had we placed the posts on the leading

sides of the ground shield, we would have further enhanced the focusing (see Fig.

4.1). Actuall¡ placing posts on the ground shield turned out to be impractical from

engineering point of view. It was, therefore, decided to place the posts along the

entrance side of the dee rather than along the entrance of the ground shield.

The resulting axial motion of the D- beam for up to tenth turn is depicted

in Fig. 4.14. To obtain this fi.gure, a total of twelve identical posts of 1.5 mm in

diameter, were placed along the leading edges of the dee-tips (six for the South dee-

tip and six for the North dee-tip). The posts cover up to five turns of orbit. The

positions, the diameter, and the number of the posts were all carefully determined

on the basis of detailed orbit studies so as to maximize the be.tn transrnission. With

the help of fig. 4.10, which provided a realistic picture of the radial trajectories of

a number of particles, we can select precisely all the parameters for the posts. It

is evident from Fig. 4.10 that while adjacent orbit turns would overlap after the

eleventh turn, the turn spacings before the eighth turn are wide enough for the
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Fis.4.12 The axial motion of the two orthogonal D- par-
ticles in the new N:2 central region of the Uni-
versity of Manitoba cyclotron. The borizontal
and the vertical axes denote the tu¡n number
and the displacement from the median plane, re-
spectively. No posts were placed. It is seen that
the maximum oscillation amplitude is about g
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insertion of these posts without intercepting any beam. Fig. 4.74, when compared

with Fig. 4.12, shows clearly the effects of these posts. The two particles' initial

conditions are the same as those utilized in Fig. 4.L2. If is seen from Fig. 4.L4 that

the trajectories are relatively well confined to the vicinity of the median plane; the

maximum amplitude of the axial displacements is reduced to about 2 '"'t''.

The effect of changing the injection energy were also investigated. FiS. 4.75

and fig. 4.16 show the axial motion of two sets of particles, with initial energies of

15 keV and 17 keV, respectively, and with all their other initial conditions being

identical. It is seen that the amplitude of the axial motion of the set with the higher

injection energy is much smaller, having been reduced to about half the amplitude

of the set with the lower injection energy.

In actuality, the particles of the injected beam can differ in their initial energies,

RF phases, displacements and divergences with respect to the median plane. We

assume that for the D- ion beam all of these parameters have a distribution which is

centered around the parameters of the reference particle. The central region, whose

effect is sensitive to the spreads in these particle parameters, will not accelerate

some of the particles, and hence the acceptance of the cyclotron will be reduced.

To increase this acceptance, and therefore to maximize the transrnission of a beam

throughout the central region, it is very desirable to have the central region less

sensitive to these spreads in the particle parameters. Fig. 4.17 shows trajectories

off the median plane for 80 particles. The initial conditions for these particles are

selected in such a way that their trajectories form an area of 150 rnm mrad in

the z - p" phase space and that their energies and RF phase are (15*0.2) keV,

and ( -27015o ), respectiveiy. Fig. 4.17 clearly reveals the insensitivity of the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.13 The lines of the electric field (a) wirhout and (b)
with the post. These figures show that the pres_
ence of the post in the downstrcarr, side (on the
right-hand side) removes some of the defocusing
effects of the electric field lines.
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Fis.4.l4 Two orthogonal particles' axial motion in the
new N:2 central region of the University of
Manitoba cyclotron. The horizontal and the
vertical axes denote the turn number and the
displacement f¡om the median plane of the cy-
clotron, respectively. The Posts had already
been placed. It is seen that the maximum am-
plitude is about 4 "''m (see fig. 4.I2 for compari-
son).
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centra"l region to these variations in the energies and the RF phases; the particle

motions are extremely well confined to the median plane of the cyclotron, a valuable

achievement.

Once the beam has progressed beyond six turns, the magnetic focusing that

is due to the field bump progressively takes over the rf electric focusing. In that

region the amplitude of the axial motion is gradually reduced as the degree of the

magnetic focusing increases; this amplitude is inversely proportional to the square

root of the average magnetic field along the radius and ur, as eq. (2.5) indicates.

Therefore, the beam will hardly suffer from any further loss of axial focusing once

the beam has cleared the dee-tips.

4.3 Conclusions

In the preceding sections, we have described in detail a major upgrading of the

University of Manitoba cyclotron to improve the acceleration of D- ions.

Based on the design study of the new central region, and on the optimized

magnetic field, the systematic investigations of the beam orbit dynamics that are

described in this chapter have been carried out. These studies have indicated the

following major improvements in the performance of the cyclotron.

1. The maximum available energy of the D- ion beam can be increased to 27

MeV.

Before the upgrade, the cyclotron was often unreliable as a source of D- ion

beams with energies above 17 MeV. The main problems were, (as discussed in

Chapter 2), the poor isochronism at large radii and the dee voltage being too low.

The 1984 upgrading project changed the cyclotron parameters completely as well
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Figs.4.75,4.76 The axial motion of two sets of particles up
through 10 orbit turns. The two sets have iden-
tical initial conditions except that the injection
energy is 15 keV for the first set (fig. a.15) and
17 keV for the second one (fig. 4.16).
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Fis.4.LT The axial motion of eighty particles in the new
N:2 cent¡al region of the University of Mani-
toba cyclotron. The horizontal and the vertical
axes denote the turn number "ttd the displace-
ment f¡om the median plane of the cyclotron,
respectively. The Posts had already been placed.
In this ûgure, all the possible spreads of the ini-
tial conditions were included. It is seen that the
maximr¡m oscillation arnplitude is about 2 rntr'.
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as significantly improved the magnetic field as described in Section 2.3. Thus, the rf

changed ftom L4.24 MHz push-pull to 30.50 MHz push-push mode, the dee voltage

was raised from 14.5 kV to 40 kV. The latter resulted in the increased energy gain

per turn from 35 keV into 120 keV. Utilizing these new data, our beam tracing

calculations predicts that the maximum attainable energy of D- beam in the U of

M cyclotron could now reach as high as 27 MeV.

2. The beam quality is predicted to improve significantly.

The author's calculations of the behavior of the D- ion beam in transve¡se

phase space have shown that with the newly designed central region and the op-

timized injection parameters, plus the insertion of the twelve posts, the beam has

become very stablized in both its radial and axial motions. The betatron oscil-

lation amplitude of the beam is predicted to be reduced to one half of its former

vaJue. Calculations indicate that for a 26 MeV D- ion beam, an energy spread of

only 0.5% is obtainable. Therefore, a D- ion beam with higher intensity, better

reproducibility, and smaller spot should now be attainable.

3. The beam transrnission effi.ciency will be increased.

The significant improvement in the quality of D- beam would necessarily also

increase the transmission efficiency. Our estimate is that the overall transt,ission

will be about 15%. With a 60 p,A D- beam from a duoplasmatron source, we

therefore expect that a I pA deuteron beam will be extracted from the cyclotron.

\ryith the Ehlers source expected to be operational in the near future, we expect

eventually to be able to extract a 20 p,A deuteron be"tt' with the energy ranging

from 10 MeV to 26 MeV.
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In making the above estimates, the axial injection system is assumed to be

custom-made for the new dee-tips and central region. In reality, however, we will

be initially using the old axial injection system with a re-adjusted injection op-

tics system. This, however, will be only a temporary measure until the new axial

injection system is completed.

4. The possibility of single-turn extraction

The single-turn extraction of a beam is often desirable in a cyclotron, since this

is the best way to obtain an output beam with a very high energy resolution and a

substantial current. As mentioned earlier, in the upgrading of the cyclotron, the dee

voltage was raised from 14.5 kV into 40 kV. This, together with the simultaneous

improvements in the isochronism and in the magnetic field distribution, has resulted

in an increase in the energy gain per turn from 35 keV into 120 keV, thereby reducing

the total number of turns required for the particle to reach a given energy. This

reduction in the total turn number inside the cyclotron, will lead to a corresponding

reduction in the beam phase excursion during the acceleration. Furthermore, the

turn spacing should now become much larger than before. According to our tracing

calculation, the turn spacing can reach values as large as 5 mm for a 25 MeV D-

beam. Therefore, this may lead to the possibility of quasi single-turn extraction.

To achieve this goal, a system consisting of four remotely controlled radial slits was

designed. The single-turn extraction will be possible only when the stripping foil is

positioned precisely at the correct point. Such studies and calculations have been

performed, utilizing the equilibrium theory and our orbit tracing program. This

investigation will be described in the following chapter, Chapter b.
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Chapter 5

A Study of Positive Ion Beam Extraction

5.1 Introduction

The acceleration of negative ions in a cyclotron was first reported by Lof-

gren([LOF51]). The possibility of the premature stripping of the ions during the

course of the acceleration, due to relatively large stripping cross section of air

molecules, raised doubts as to the usefulness of H- ions for the production of exter-

nal beams of reasonable energy. Elowever, a more detailed calculation of this cross

section led to the suggestion that useful beams could be obtained up to 50 MeV of

energy([VER63]). The possibility of producing external beams of different energies

by stripping the electrons from the ions at various radii is clear([WRI57]). Slightly

less obvious is the possibility of producing a variable energy beam along a single

external beam line. This possibility was first suggested through the use of extracted

neutral particles, and later through the use of extracted ions(PAU63], [RIC62]).

This method was applied to the Manitoba cyclotron early in 1966([BUR66]).

FiS. 5.1 shows the schematic diagram of the extraction system in the Ma¡itoba

machine. As is shown in this figure, beams of various energies could be obtained

by moving the stripping foil radially. Subsequently, these stripped particles are led

to pass through the center of a bending magnet(a combination magnet) by moving

the stripping foil azimuthally. The combination magnet can be adjusted to direct

beams of any energy along the beam pipe axis.

The combination magnet was placed at the corner of the cyclotron vacuum

chamber, 1.5 m away from the center of the cyclotron. It has a20.4 cm diameter,
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Fis.5.7 The schematic diagr^m of the extraction sys_
tem in the University of Manitoba cyclotron.
In the figure, 1. Dees; 2. Coupling loop; B.
Trirnrni¡g capacitors; 4. Be^m prob.r; 5. Hills;
6. Stripping foil; 7. Combination magnet; g. .

Quadrupole magnet.
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a gap of 3.8 cm, and is of compact and econornic design. Because it is close to the

cyclotron magnet, the cyclotron magnet vertical yoke was used for its flux return

path. This caused a slight inconvenience, as the cyclotron magnet detunes a little

when the combination magnet current is changed. With the excitation current of

the combination magnet turned off, there is already a field of 0.48 Wbl-,ruz. This is

caused by flux leaking from the highly saturated vertical yoke. The field has to be

increased to 0.83 Wb/m2 for the minimum energy and decreased to -0.08 Wb/m2

for the maximum energy. The maximum power consumption is about 1 kW.

To achieve the single-turn extraction of a positive ion beam, as was stated in

the preceding chapter, both the radial and the azimuthal positions of the stripping

foil must be adjusted precisely. Besides, after the University of Manitoba cyclotron

underwent its extensive upgrade, the reshaping of the magnetic field resulted in a

change in the extraction beam trajectory, and therefore the beam could no longer

be extracted by placing the stripping foil according to the old data. It was therefore

obviously desirable to carry out an appropriate beam extraction study. The stripped

beam, in general, has to pass through the fringe magnetic field of the cyclotron. This

beam is, therefore, expected to have been distorted to a varying degree (depending

on its energy) by the time that it reaches the first focusing element, which is 2 to

3 meters av¡ay from the stripping foil. Thus, an extraction study will enable us

to predict not only the positions of the foil as a function of the beam extraction

energy, but also the beam trajectories and the relative parameters.

5.2 The calculation of the equilibrium orbits and of the extraction

reference orbits
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The starting point of the extraction study is the computation of the equilibrium

orbits inside the cyclotron as a function of the energy of the accelerated H- ions.

The equilibrium orbits were computed by using the computer code MAPANL which

was developed at the U of M Cyclotron Laboratory. The basic algorithm of MA-

PANL was introduced in the wo¡k of Gordon and Welton ([GOR59], [\4/EL59]) who

developed methods to find the equilibrium orbit as a function of the energy. With

the particle etrergy as an input, the program integrates the equations of motion over

one magnetic field period(9Oo), using the azimuthal angle (d) as the independent

variable. Since the equilibrium orbit, by def.nition, is smoothly closed on itself, the

initial values of r and pr ate the same as the final values of these variables along

the equilibrium orbit. The deterrnination of an equilibrium orbit then reduces to

the determination of the initial values of r and p,. FiS. 5.2 shows three equilib-

rium orbits that were obtained as the output of the program. They correspond to

I/- ions with energies of 20, 35 and 50 MeV, respectively. The lower energy limit

of 20 MeV is currently set by a limitation on the azimuthal swing of the stripper

probe and by the uniform-field width of the combination magnet being only about

2 inches. For the sarne reasons, the maximum energy of the beam has been set to

be 50 MeV.

The stripping foil is supposed to be placed at a position inside the cyclotron

where it will intercept some of the equilibrium orbits. A computer code, EXTBEAM,I

was written by the author to trace the orbits of those intercepted H- ions which

are converted to H* ions at the point of interception. This code, EXTBEAM, by

integrating the equations of motion, traces the particles all the way through the

cyclotron field (including the fringe field) and through the fietd of the combination
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magnet. The conditions for extraction are that the reference particle has to enter

the combination magnet at g0o and that, on leaving the combination magnet, the

particle trajectory has to be on-axis along the beern transport line. This is a suc_

cessively iterative approach to find the optimum position (radial and angula^r) of

the stripping foil. Table. 1 shows the extraction paror,,eters (including the position

of the stripping foil) for the three ion energies (20, 35 and 50 MeV, respectively)

and Fig. 5.3 demonstrates the corresponding extraction reference trajectories.

Table 1. Extraction Pa¡atneters

Bea"' Energy (MeV)

Radius of The

Stripping Foil (cm)

Azimuth of The

Stripping Foil(deg.)

C.M.* Field Needed (kG)

Deflected Angle

of The Be^rn at C.M. (d.g.)

20 35

34.6 45.4 52.8

50

77.4

-8.1

L.4 0.4

-2.1 2.3

17.0 3.0 -3.4

C.M.' is an abbereviation fo¡ Combinatiou Magnet

It is seen from the table 1. that the radial and azimuthal positions of the

stripping foil have to be v:¿ried between 34.6 and 52.8 cm., a¡rd l7.4o and 0.4o,

respectively, to acco"'"'odate particles with energies between 20 MeV and 50 MeV.

It also should be noted that maximum excitation of the combination magnet as well

as the maximum deflection are required for the lowest bear' energy.
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Fig.5.2 E- equilibrium orbits for three selected energies 20 MeV (the in:eer),

35 t"t.v ltle middle) and 50 Mev (the outer). The origin of the ûg-

ure cortesponds to the geometrical center of the cyclotron.
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For the initial runs to produce extracted beam with 50, 35 or 20 MeV, the

location of the stripping foil and the combination magnet excitation current were

selected based on our knowledge of the equilibrium orbits in the cyclotron and

on our calculation of particle trajectories through the fringing field. After the

experimental determination of the parameters for these beam energies, the computer

code can then be used to compute parameter values for other beam energies to

provide an interpolation table. Such a table would give the combination magnet

power supply readings and the stripper locations necessary for the extraction of all

energies between 20 and 50 MeV in a small energy interval.

5.3 A computer simulation of the extracted beam

To study the properties of the extracted beam, a simulative calculation has been

carried out, based on the following assumptions. We assume that the beam at the

point of stripping has a circular center spread of r:t1.5 '"r" (See fig. 5.5), that

the beam is centered at the cyclotronts geometrical center (i.e., that the reference

particle follows the equilibrium orbit) at the extraction radius and that a particle

gains energy of 80 keV per turn near the extraction radius. The stripping foil is

assumed to have a sufficiently wide radial width and zero thickness. A further

assumption made was that the radial and axial motions can be decoupled. With

this assumption, it was possible to study separately the radial motion and the axial

motion.

For the study of the radial motion, a set of particles were selected having orbit

centers ( in the sense of an average over one complete turn ) that were located as

is shown in Fig. 5.4. The beam's center spread in the radial direction towards the
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H+ Extraction Reference Orbit
Y(cm)

150.

150.
Xlcml

Fig.5.3 E* extraction reference orbits for three selected energies: 20 MeV
(upper), 35 MeV (middle) and 50 Me\r (lower). The origin of the
figure corresponds to the geometrical center of the cyclotron. The
three culves in the lower left hand corner are the equilibrium orbits
for the three selected energies 20, 35 and 50 Me\¡. The circle at the
top represents the combination magnet
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stripping foil, induces an energy spread in the extracted beam; the center spread

in the direction perpendicular to the above is responsible for the divergence of the

extracted beam. In addition, the increment of 80 keV per turn in the beam energy,

from the particle's acceleration, induces an additional spread in the energy and in

the radial range. The results for the three selected extraction energies are shown in

fi.gs. 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, respectively.

It is seen from the above figures that the radial beam width is as large as 23 mm

for the 20 MeV H* beam at 160 cm downstream (about 30 cm further downstream

from the location of the combination magnet). The radial beam width is reduced

to 15 mm for 35 MeV beam, and to 11 mm for 50 MeV beam. The effective beam

phase space area has been calculated with the program EXTBEAM for the three

beam energies. These are as 23r II and g mm-mrad, respectively, at this location,

as is shown in Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. A direct experimental observation of the

beam at this location has not been possible, but the results are inferred from the

beam spot size further downstream (a fluorescent screen is placed after the beam is

focused by a pair of magnetic lenses). The calculated and experimental results are

in good agreement. The beam energy spread can also be deduced. The calculated

va.lues are 403, 508 and 595 keV respectively. These results compared favourably

with our observed energy spread of 500 keV FWHH at 40 MeV.

The axial motion was al.so investigated. Fig. 5.11 shows the case of a 35 MeV

beam. The vertical beam size is seen to be 17 rnrn. Our studies for the other two

energies indicate that the size of the beam at the end point is approximately the

same for all three energies. The corresponding vertical trace is demonstrated in fig.

5.12. This flgure shows that the beam underwent a defocusing at r:30 cm from
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Fig.5,4 The assumed center distribution of,the be^- at the stripping foil-
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Fiys.5.5,5.6,5.7 The radial spreads of the be"'r' along the ertrac-
tion reference orbits for be"r" energy of 20, 85
and 50 MeV, respectively.
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the stripping point. This was caused by the effect of the fringing magnetic field.

Further analysis and comparison of the calculational resu-lts for the three beams

indicate that the defocusing effect depends primarily on the exit angle of beam

when it is leaving the fünging field. The divergence is thus smallest for the 20 MeV

beam with largest exit angle (See fig. 5.2), and the largest for the 50 MeV beam

with the smallest exit angle. Even so, this divergence is acceptable. In the radial

direction, on the other hand, the effect of the fringing magnetic field on the beam

is always focusing.
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Figs.5.8,5.9,5.10 The radial phase distribution of the extracted
beam at a position 20 cm downstream from the
combination magnet.
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Chapter 6

Historical Background

The Princeton University cyclotron was completed in 1969. It is a constant-

orbit, multi-particle, variable energy machine. A close copy of the Michigan State

Universityts old K:50 cyclotron*, it has a three-sector, pseudo spiral-ridge magnetic

field configuration. The choice of the cyclotron control setting parameter" (".g.,

RF, dee voltage, profile coil cur¡ents, etc.) was such that the saturation in the

cyclotron magnetic fi.eld is small enough to accelerate a range of ions in a fixed-

orbit acceleration mode [POL69]. The accelerating system consists of two 134o dees,

which can be operated in either push-pull or push-push modes over the frequency

range of approximateiy 14 to 23.5 MHz, allowing for the acceleration of particles

in almost any harmonic mode. The maximum energies for typical particles are: 48

MeV protons, 29 MeV deuterons, 58 MeV alpha particles, 85 MeV 39"** ions, and

75 MeV 12ça* ions. A complete listing of the energy ranges for the various particles

that can be accelerated in the Princeton University cyclotron is given in Fig. 6.1.

The magnetic field of the Princeton University Cyclotron is a close replica of

the old M.S.U. K:50 cyclotron fi.eld. The mapping of MSU's magnetic field was

carried out in the early 1960's [BER66]. This mapping utilized a HaIl probe to

measure the magnetic field on the polar grids of points with one inch radial spacing

at four degree azimuthal intervals. Data for seven different excitations of the main

magnet and for four different excitations of the eight pairs of the concentric trim

coils were Fourier analyzed. The resulting data for the trim coil excitations and

* K is defined as E-or-Kq2/A, where E-o" is the maximum energy in MeV, q is the charge
number (q=1 fot proton), A is ühe mass number(A=1 for a proton)
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Fis.6.7 The energy vs. the o¡bital frequency diagram
for the acceleration of various particles in the
Princeton University AVF Cyclotron. The gap
band in the figure indicates that the frequency is
outside the range of the RF tuning.
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for the first three flutter components of the main magnet fields, as well as for the

average magnetic field, were then punched onto cards.

The SETOP program, a computer code which was developed at MSU, reads

these magnetic fields to determine the precise optimum control setting parame-

ters of the cyclotron ([BER66], [BER68]). \ryith the particle's specif.cation and its

marimum desired energy as input parameters, the SETOP program interpolates

(by using a double three-point Lagrangian method) the measured magnetic field

values in order to calculate the optimum field distribution. In the region where

there is an axially (or radially) defocusing force the field is subsequently adjusted

at the expense of abandoning isochronism so that the resulting field always gives

adequate focusing forces in both the axial and radial directions. The basic meth-

ods of calcuiatin1 u¡ur, and u" (as defined in section 2.1) are nearly the sarne as

those in MAPANL, an equilibrium orbit code which was described in chapter 2, and

therefore I will not go into further detail here.

The frequency range of the Princeton cyclotron is 13.4 to 24.5 }i,{Hz. The elec-

trostatic deflector is mechanically similar to the M.S.U. design inside the vacuum

chamber. The septum tip is quickly replaceable. The oil-filled high voltage bushing

at the end of a coaxial cable accepts 100 kV from a Cockroft-Walton supply above

the shielding.

Unlike the University of Manitoba cyclotron, the Princeton cyclotron accelerates

positive ions, and the extraction of the beam is performed utilizing the precessional

extraction method. There are two notable features about the precessional extraction

method for a variable energy machine like the Princeton cyclotron.
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1. The beam trajectory in the cyclotron remains constant, both for different

particles and for the same particle with different marimum energy. This is ensured

by adjusting design parameters to satisfy the following scaling taws([DAH73])

constant,
Ma
qBp

T

-:qV
: consto,ntl

where ? is the kinetic energy, q the charge, V lhe dee voltage, M the mass, tr

the velocity, B the magnetic field, p the trajectory (radius) of a beam. These two

equations can be combined to yield

(6.1)

(6.2.)

ofr

@lq)v
W 

: consto.nt)

aBo
V 

: constant' (6.3.)

These equations indicate that to form a constant orbit the ratio between (M lq) and

(Molqo) should be the same.

2. Single-turn extraction can be achieved and therefore a beam with high energy

resolution and of substantial intensity is expected.

The single-turn extraction of a beam can be achieved only when the beat' phase

width is so narrow that the beam bunches of succeeding turns do not overlap with

the preceding turns. To achieve this purpose, two radial slits were placed, one at

the 18tà orbit turn and another at the 28tä orbit turn, in order to restrict the beam

phase width. Two sets of first harmonic coils were installed at r:5 inches and r:26

inches, respectively, the radii where the beam crosses ur:\. The role of these coils

will be explained in chapter 8.
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In the Princeton cyclotron, with careful attention to centering and phase selec-

tion, the 35 MeV proton beam was extracted with g4% effr,ciency and ar energy

spread of 0.08% FWHM(before magnetic analysis) as early as 1969. Beam currents

were deliberately held down below 2 pL during the early operation ([POL69]).

Motivated by the demands of nuclear physics experiments, beams of a wider

variety, with substantial improvements in intensity and in energy resolution, are

required in this laboratory. In addition, this cyclotron began operation in 1968 and

is now showing signs of age. Therefore a proposal for extensive modifications to the

existing system has been submitted and is under consideration.

The Princeton cyclotron was primarily designed to provide high energy reso-

lution for light ion beams. Inherent in the design is a radial beam spread as a

function of rf phase, producing high energy resolution by the use of slits defining

the radial size (and thus the rf phase width) of the beam at two internal points.

For the N:1 acceleration mode, this approach works to restrict the rf phase, but

the energy resolution is presently limited to about 1/800 by rf ripple and by the

instabilities in the other po\¡¡er supplies. For the N:2 mode of acceleration, used

for aHe beam and low energy proton and 3He beams, the phase-dependent radial

spread is much larger, restricting beam intensity substantially if the phase selection

slits are used. Therefore, one objective of the upgrade program is improvements in

the power supply ripple and stability, and changes in the orbit dynamics in the N:2

mode, to produce an energy resolution of at least 1f2000, and possibly as good as

1/10000, for as large an energy range as possible.

The spread in the rf phase results in a large radial beam spread. Hence, the

extraction process selects a limited range of rf phase, even when the internal phase
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selection slits are removed. As a result, the extracted beams from the machine have

relatively low intensity, particularly in the N:2 mode. This problem is increased

by a relatively low power dissipation limit on the extraction septum. Therefore,

an additional objective of the accelerator upgrade program is the development of

a design to permit the extraction of a large fraction of the internal beam in the

N:2 mode. This is needed to satisfy the high-intensity, Iow energy resolution

requirements of many experiments.

Starting in 1986, a design study has been carried out by Dr. M. Yoon (now

at the Argonne National Laboratory) in consultation with Professor S. Oh of the

University of Manitoba. They have developed a design for a new central region of the

accelerator which should greatly reduce the phase dependent radial beam spread.

The proposed new design incorporates, among other things, a higher dee voltage for

better turn separation and reduced space charge effects. This design, coupled with

a new design study of the extraction system as well as some improvements to power

supply systems, is expected to enhance beam intensity by about a factor of four for

moderate resolution beams and enables single turn extraction to be accomplished

for most of the energy range in the N:2 mode, providing the excellent energy

resolution and brightness needed for high resolution experiments.

The initial beam orbit dynamics study by Dr. Yoon and Professor Oh was

limited to the central region of the Princeton cyclotron. The author of this thesis

extended the study to cover the full energy range of the machine and carried out a

design investigation of the beam extraction system. This work is described in the

following part of this dissertation.
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Chapter 7

The Upgraded Beam Orbit Dynamics Program

7.1 Introduction

Analytical treatments of most of the physical phenomena which occur in an AVF

cyclotron have been available through the work of Smith and Garren ([SMI59]),

Hagedoorn and Verster ([HAG62]), and especially Gordon ([GOR83]). These ana-

lytical results are very useful in revealing how the various orbit properties depend

on the specific parameters of the magnetic field. However, when highly accurate

results are required on a routine basis, then a computer code becomes indispens-

able. At present, nearly all the practical designs of accelerators with AVF focusing

anywhere in the world are carried out using complicated analytical calculations that

are accompanied , inevitably, by numerical solutions for the particle orbits.

In the Princeton cyclotron, the beam orbit dynatnics study was performed

mainly utilizing the computer program PRINWHEEL. This program is a modi-

fied version of the computer code TRIWHEEL, which was initially developed at

TRIUMF for a design study of the cyclotron's central region. The program is a

beam tracing code; it first reads rf electric and magnetic field data, then uses the

Runge-Kutta method to integrate Lorentz's equations with any step size. The old

version of the program was non-relativistic and written in single precision. Some

trouble developed when we studied the isochronous property of the cyclotron with

this program; cumulative errors from the large-range tracing calculations were so

serious that it was not possible to get reasonable results. Therefore, most of the

code, and especially those parts which are relevant to the integration calculation
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of the beam and to the isochronism study, have been changed from single precision

into double precision. Also, in the modified version, PRINWHEEL, the fields of

the two sets of harmonic coils used for the precessional extraction of the beam (see

Chapter 8), have been included. This is accomplished by approximating the effect

of the coils as a constant magnetic field, over a certain radial width and azimuthal

range, and then combining this data with the main magnetic field data set.

To make it possible to extend the beam orbit dynamics study over the full energy

range and to carry out a systematic investigation of the beam extraction from the

Princeton cyclotron, the PRINWHEEL program has been further changed by the

author further to include two other very important modifications:

1. Employing an impulse approximation method to replace the original relax-

ation method of calculating the accelerating electric field at large radii.

2. The code is expanded to include non-linear effect in the axial motion.

The expansion is aimed at studying the beam extraction where the non-linear ef-

fect(through the coupling resonance, the geometrical resonance etc.) is very impor-

tant. The non-linear effect in the code can be switched on(or off) as desired. These

two code modifications will now be described in sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively.

7.2 The impulse code

In the program PRIN\MHEEL, the electric potential distribution is obtained

in a quasi-static approximation, employing the successive overrelaxation method

to solve numerically the three-dimensional Laplace equation. The mathematical

basis and computational details have been given in chapter 3. This method, when

utilizing a fine size step, has an excellent computational accuracy. However, it
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requires excessive computer memory and takes too much CPU time. To cover the

full energy range of the cyclotron (up to t:32 inches), as a temporary treatment,

the electric potential calculation was initially performed with a mesh of dimension

of (5121512,15) and with a step size of 4 m:n, representing a near full-capacity use of

our computer memory. But, even this calculation was still too coarse to be reliable;

when we tried to perform a beam orbit dynamic study based on this data set, it

gave incorrect results.

Therefore, we utilized instead an impulse approximation method to replace the

calculations of the accelerating electric field. The principle used was the following.

We assumed that the electric field is concentrated in the accelerating gap and its

effect on the circulating beam can be represented by an abrupt change of particle

energy at each gap and then remains constant between the gaps. This assumption

can be expressed as

A,E : qV cosut (7.2.1)

The corresponding change in momentum, 6P, of the particle in consequence of

the energy change can be calculated. The relation between óP and 6E (y'.E:6f')
can be derived from Fig. 7.1. There P denotes the momentum of the particle before

crossing the gap and 6P represents the increment in momentum after crossing the

gap, which is assumed to be perpendicular to the central line of the gap. Also, Eo

is the rest energy of the particle, E¡ is its kinetic energy and c is the velocity of

light. Including relativistic effects, we have

En(En + zIj.)
c2

lPl' : (7.2.2)
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lr + tr12 : (En*6E+zt.)(Ek+6f,)
(7.2.3)

From eqs (7.2.2) and (7.2.3), we get

(P+6P)2-P2: 6E(68 +zÛk+2E,")
(7.2.4)

Let us deflne

F(6E,8¡,Eo): 6E(6E+zÐk+2E.)
(7.2.5)

Then, we obtain the quadratic equation:

(6Ð2 +2P6Pcosa - ,F':0 (7.2.6)

where a is the angle between

small magnitude.

P and áP, as shown in Fig. 7.1; which usually is of

From eq (7 .2.6), we can get

,-
6P : 1f Pz cosz at F(6tr',8*,Eo) - Pcosa (7.2.7)

It should be noted that eq. (7.2.7) is exact. Furthermore, all the quantities on

right hand side of eq. (7.2.7) can be easily obtained from the tracing calculation.

After we derive the magnitude 6P,, the dynamical expressions describing the

particle while it is crossing the accelerating gap can be approximately written as

t

t
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gaP

Fig.7.7 The schematic diagra.'' of the paprticle's mo-
mentum change at the accelerating gap
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follows:

Eo: Eb * 68, 6E : qV cosut

Pro : P* * 6Pr, 6P, : l'Plcos B
(7.2.8)

Puo : Pyu * 6Py, 6Pu : lóPl sinB

P"o: P"6l 6P", 6P, :0

Here, the subscripts b and a denote, respectively, "before" and "after" crossing the

Eap, 0 is the angle between the X-axis and the line perpendicular to the central üne

of the gap, and all the other quantities have the same definitions as above.

In deriving eq.(7.2.8), the vertical component of the electrical field has been

neglected. This approximation is justifi.ed since the effect of this component is quite

small once the particle reaches 20 or more turns of orbit inside the cyclotron. We

have also made the additional assumption that the vertical motion has no effect on

the gap-crossing process except indirectly through the values of x, y, PrrPy and t.

In order to keep the advantage of the previous version of computer code, PRIN-

\ryHEEL, we do not utilize the new impulse computer code within the range where

the relaxation data set with a step size of 2 r:rr:rt can cover (r<0.25 m), and even

outside this region, we still use the Runge-Kutta method to integrate Maxwell's

equations except that the electric field components are set to zero. This approach

enables us to describe very accurately the betatron oscillation of particles in trans-

verse phase space, as well as their phase shifts and energy spread properties in

longitudinal phase space.

The cross checking of the results of the study based on the impulse code against

well established methods was carried out in two different ways. In one method, the

result based on the former was compared with the results that are obtained when
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the electric field is computed entirely from the relaxation method with a frne step

size. In another check, the results from the impulse code were compared with the

measurements of beam properties that were obtained after setting the cyclotron

parameters to be identical with those of the input data. We found that in both

cases the agreement was excellent.

7.3 The nonlinear code tlsed in the beam extraction study

As mentioned in chapter 6, the magnetic field distribution in the median plane in

the Princeton cyclotron was obtained by using the independent program "SETOPU

(a cyclotron magnetic field optimization code that was developed at Michigan State

University). Once the magnetic field in the median plane, B(r, d), is known, the

field off median plane (i.e. for zfI) can be calculated by using a series expansion

method. The results can then be expressed by the following equations:

A,þ) æ B"(0)

B,(")=,(T)z:o ,(*),:,
Be(")="(w)z:o i(#)":,

where we used V x d: 0.

(7.3.1)

In the previous version of the computer program PRIN\ryHEEL, the first-order

expressions (7.3.1) were employed to obtain those magnetic field components which

are needed to carry out the integration of Maxwell's equations. However, when it

came to the investigation of the beam's extraction, the first order expressions are

found to be insufficient.
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Fig. 7.2 shows the magnetic field distribution along the radius from the cy-

clotron center to the entrance of the electrostatic deflector, where "Dtt represents

the location of the electrostatic deflector which is used for the beam extraction. It

can be seen from this figure that the main magnetic fretd fatls off rapidly in the ex-

traction region; therefore, nonìinear effects can be expected to be very strong there.

Fig. 7.3 exhibits several resonant lines in the extraction region; in that figure the

horizontal axis denotes the radial focusing frequency and the vertical axis repre-

sents the axial focusing frequency, as defined in Chapter 2. Curve C in Figure ?.3

represents the evolution of a particlets trajectory in the L,z vs ul plane. The particle

starts from the bottom end of the curve C, and then moves up along this curve.

Those resonant lines with which the curve C intersects would affect the motion of

the particle before extraction. The names, defining expressions of these resorances,

and the radial positions where they occur, are as follows.

1. Integer: L,r:7¡ at r=4.11 inches and rt27.44 inches,

2. Coupling : u, - 2u":Q, at r -27.94 inches.

3. Half integer i t/, : T "t rp27.98 inches,

4. Difference : u¡ - u":Q, at rÈ28.98 inches.

Among these resonances, the second is a nonlinear resonance, while a,ll others

are linear. The study of the nonlinear coupling resonance u, - 2u, : 0 is very

important. As is well known, it is the effect of this resonance on the extracted

beam that limits the available maximum energy in all synchrocyclotrons and most

cyclotrons. Even in those cyclotrons where the beam can pass this resonance, some

special treatment has to be preceded after careful beam dynarnics studies. As the
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resonance is caused by a nonlinear property of the magnetic field, an extended

calculation of all the magnetic field components to include higher order terms is

required.

In studying the nonlinear motion, the author of this dissertation utilized the

following formulae for the components of the main magnetic field off the med.ian

plane (r*0).

B" : lB(r,,0) - ç22 ¡z¡n,þ,0) + (z4lz\n,,þ,0)l

B, : ,{[c{,,r,,)]

Bo : !!*V{r,e, òl 1

(7.3.2)

where,

C(r,0, z) : B(r,Q - þ2 lA)Bt(r,0)

Bt(r,0): LB(r,,g) (7.3.3)

B" (r,0) : LB'(r,0) ,

Here L represents a two-dimensional Laplace operator, which we express in terms

of the radius r and azimuthal angle d. Thus, B, has terms of order z2 arLd. za ofr. the

median plane, while B, and B9 have u, z3 t"rm in addition to the usual linear one.

These magnetic fieid components can be derived from a vector potential since

they satisfy the condition: div B:0. As a result, the equations of motion can be

derived f¡om a Hamiltonian, and the results of the calculations therefore satisfy

Liouville's Theorem (in four dimensions).

The nonlinear code requires as input a table of the median plane fietd B(r,d),

which is derived from the computed field data. For the nonlinear orbit code, cor-

responding tables for B'(r,á) and B"(r,á) are also required, and these are obtained
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by utilizing twice a two-dimensional interpolation code on the B'(r,d). All these

data are calculated and stored in advance. Since B' and B'f involve, respectively,

second and fourth derivatives of the median plane field, these derivative functions

(especially Bt') will always exhibit much more noise than the original field data.

However, this noise usually looks more troublesome than it actually is, since the

process of orbit integration acts like an averaging process in flltering out the high

frequency components of the noise.
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Chapter 8

Beam Dynamic Study for llpgrading Beam Extraction

8.1 Introduction

A major concern regarding the beam extraction system for cyclic accelerators is

obtaining a large enough turn separation at the extraction radius. This separation

must be sufficient to permit the placement of a septum, or a septum magnet, at that

location in order to extract the circulating beam out of the machine. In classical

cyclotrons, very high dee voitages are used, and the turn separation at the extraction

radius is, therefore, rather large (1 cm). In these cyclotrons the beam is extracted by

means of an electrostatic field which is applied between a septum and a high voltage

electrode. With a cooled septum, large external beam currents can be obtained.

In synchrocyclotrons and isochronous cyclotrons, the dee voltage is rather small

and hence the orbit separation can be as small as a fraction of a millimeter. In such

cases an electrostatic deflector system a.ione may not be adequate. IIowever, there

are severa.l methods to enlarge the orbit separation. First, using the regenerative

method, radial oscillations can be excited in such a v¡ay that a large increase in the

osciilation amplitude per revolution is obtained ([VER59]). Alternatively, the pre-

cession of the orbit center can be used to get sufficient orbit separation ([AMSPH]).

lryith the regenerative method, large increases in the radial osciilation amplitudes

are introduced, the phase of the oscillations remaining constant. \ryith the orbit

precession method, a fixed amplitude and a rapidly increasing phase is used. Both

mechanisms give similar results if they are applied at the right places.

One of the main concerns in the design of a beam extraction system for a
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Fis.8.r A schematic diagram of the beam extraction sys_
tem in the Princeton University cyclotron. 1.
south dee; 2. north dee; B. outer first harmonic
coil (one of the three-coil set); 4. inner first har_
monic coil (one of the three-coil set); 5. initial
orbit; 6. ion source; Z. pole tip sector; g. final
orbit; 9. elecreostatic deflector electrode; 10.
magnetic deflector; 12. septum; 13. extracted
beam
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cyclotron is the beam loss on the septum, The loss generates heat that, when white

hot, will induce the¡mionic et tission of electrons from the septum and subsequent

breakdown. 'Warping from thermal expansion is another matter of concern. Thus,

the beam loss can be the factor that limits the maximum beam current available

from a cyclotron. In other words, the extraction efficiency can be the critical limiting

factor for an intense beam extraction. To maximize the intensity of the extraction

beam, one usu¡lly relies on a design with a higher allowable heat dissipation and

effective cooling, thinnest possible septum based on a low thermal expansion with

high temperature melting point, wider turn separation and, of course, a better beam

optics through the septum channel.

In the Princeton cyclotron, the extraction of the beam is achieved by means

of precessional resonance. Fig. 8.1 provides a schematic diagr"rn of the extraction

system. Ilere, two sets of first harmonic coils (abbreviated as FH) are installed,

in proximity to the ur-7 resonance, at r:5 inches and r:26 inches, respectively.

Initially, the inner set of FH coils centers the beam orbits so that their centers

coincide with the geometric center of the cyclotron. Then, the outer FH coils

cause an eccentric oscillation of the beam orbit to occur near the entrance to the

electrostatic deflector, so that an increased beam orbit separation can be obtained.

Afterwards, the electrostatic deflector, and subsequently the magnetic channel, bend

the beam out into the beam transport line.

The eff.ciency and quality of the extracted beam depend, to a great extent, on

the precise design and the fine adjustment of the extraction system. The parameters

that need to be optimized include the amplitudes and azimuthal angles of the two

sets of the FB fields, as well as the location, geometry and field strength of the elec-
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trostatic deflector and of the subsequent magnetic channel. Previous operational

experiences and theoretical analyses have shown that the main limiting factor, in

obtaining high currents from the old extraction system, is the power that is dissi-

pated in the extraction region as a result of inadequate turn definition and control.

In addition, visual examination on a used electrostatic deflector plate shows that

a large fraction of the beam is lost inside the electrostatic channel. Therefore, a

systematic computer design study of the extraction system is not only necessary

for coupling with the newly designed central region, which is a part of the current

upgrade proposal, but might also be helpful in improving the existing accelerator

system, utilizing the present central region.

8.2 The optimization of the First Harmonic fields

8.2.1 The precessional resonance

We shall soon describe the more realistic numerical orbit tracing study of the

beam extraction. First, however, let us consider a more theoretical approach. This

approach will help us to thoroughly understand the principle of resonance extraction

and will assist us in determining the optimized parameters for the extraction system.

In an arbitrary magnetic field, the basic equation of motion for a particle is:

mã,: qÛ x Ê¡ (8.2.1)

of the particle; q: the charge

magnetic field.

Obviously, the solution for the orbit depends on the magnetic field distribution.

The sy-.t'etry of the magnetic sector structure of the Princeton AVF cyclotron

with m: the mass of the particle; ã: the acceleration

of the particle; 17: the velocity of the particle; and -É:
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suggests that in the median plane(z : 0) we should take the form of the magnetic

field to be:

B,(r,d,0) : B"(r)(1 f /cos3d) (8.2.2)

where / is the flutter field component and B¡ is the average of the field over all

azimuthal angles. An accurate contour map of the magnetic field in the Princeton

cyclotron is shown in Fig. 8.2.1.

The centered closed orbits must have the same symrnetry as B.; therefore, we

choose for the radius r(d) of an orbit in the median plane can be written:

r(0) : ro(1 + Ð nrcos(3i0 + 6¿)) (i : I,2,g.. .)
í

(8.2.3)

where r(d) is a solution to the equations of motion that is valid only in the median

plane of the Princeton cyclotron . Here gi represent fluctuations in the orbit radius,

and the main features of the solutions are as follows.

(1) gt Þ gi, where j:2,3;.., and

(2) $= ile
The above eguations indicate that the main fluctuations in the orbit radius

coincide with the angular fluctuations in the field strength. For the Princeton

cyclotron, we have Í e 35T0, and therefore, g = 4Vo. The average radius of the

largest orbit is about 30 inches; at this radius, the amount of the radial fluctuation

can be derived and is found to be

(r*o, - T^in)<r>-3g, = 2.4tr

Therefore, we can consider the actual closed orbit of the AVF cyclotron as a com-
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Fig.8.2.1 The magnetic field contour map for a 20 MeV
deuteron be^'. in the princeton University ,{VF
cyclotron.
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bination of a circular closed orbit, which arises from the average magnetic field Bo,

and of a small radial modulation to the former which is due to the third harmonic

components of the magnetic field.

In an utiully slmmsf¡iç magnetic field, we may simplify the problem by lin-

earizing the equation of motion (8.2.1). We then derive the expression for the linear

oscillation about the closed circular orbit in the median plane to be:

a : Au cos(urî -f or) (8.2.4)

Here, y may represent either a radial oscillation or an axial oscillation; 0 : uot,

with øo the angular frequency of the particle; A, the amplitude of oscillation and

a, the initial phase angle, are determined by the initial conditions for the particle;

z is the oscillation frequency. For the radial motion, we have

,?: +k
,?

' _1,3-'

while for the axial motion,

^,?,í: -i - -k
@;

where,

lc-

As the Princeton cyclotron is very close to a radial ridge cyclotron when r is not

large, and the linear additivity of the solutions of the linear equation of motion, we

rdB
Ed,
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can take the following form,

as the linear approximation to the solution R(d) for the radial motion in an AVF

cyclotron. On the right hand of eq. (8.2.5) the first two terms, multiplied by ro,

represent the closed orbit for a fixed energy; the second term represents periodical

oscillations around the closed orbit. But here the u, should be taken as the average

oscillation frequency value, over all azimuthal angles. Fig. 8.2.2 demonstrates the

radial trajectories of a reference particle for its first 20 orbital turns in the Princeton

cyclotron.

Fromeq. (8.2.5) we note that if the betatron oscillationfrequeÍLcy ur is not an

integer(for example, Iel, vr:!¡e, where r ( 1), then R(d) will not close upon itself

but will " precess". The number of turns in a complete precession cycle is given by

R(o): ro(1 + Ðnocos3id) * Acosu,o

-l[- : 1

' l"'-ll

(8.2.5)

(8.2.6)
1:-

lul

The maximum radius change per turn due to this precession, Arp, is given by:

Lrn :2rrAsin(u, - 1) = 2nA(u, - 7) (8.2.7)

If there is some perturbation of the magnetic field, the closed circular orbit ro

would be deformed. For simplicity, let us assume that field perturbations are of

the form br(0), being a function only of the azimuthal angle in the median plane.
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fç

Fiy.8.2.2 The radial trajectory of the proton beo"' in the
Princeton University cyclotron.
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Substituting eq. (8.2.8) into the equation of motion (8.2.1), we can derive a solution

for the deformation of the orbit as foliows:

Expanding b"(0) în a Fourier series, we have

b"(0) __ i u, cos(n0 + p^)
n:o

æd:ÐDncos(nT+p,)
n:o

Neglecting the higher order terms, D,, has the form:

Dn :,.kue\) + ((,r+(Br )r

(8.2.8)

(8.2.e)

(8.2.10)

From eq. (8.2.10) we note that if among the Fourier components of the freld pertur-

bation there is a component for which the order n has a value that is approximately

equal either t'o u, or to 3, then the deformation associated with that component

will be very large, that is, resonance occurs. In the design of an accelerator, such a

resonarrce usually has a very destructive effect on the beam, and hence many efforts

are made usually to avoid the occurrence of this resonance phenomenon. However,

the resonance method that is employed in the Princeton cyclotron depends on this

phenomenon to achieve centering of the beam orbit, and then to obtain a large turn

spacing in the extraction region.

8.2.2 Centering of beam orbits

A weil centered beam is desirable in a cyclotron so that during most of the

acceleration process the beam can be kept in the linear region of the r- p, phase
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space([BLO71]). The resonance extraction method requires a well-centered beam at

the beginning so that the amplitude of the coherent oscillation over the trajectory

prior to the beam extraction is negligible in amplitude compared to the amplitude

of the orbit displacement that is due to the resonance. Ilowever, as is explained

in section 8'2.1, precessional oscillation also occurs in a cyclotron. This precession

causes the successive beam orbit centers to spread out extensively in space. Fig.

8.2.3 shows motion of the instantaneous center of the orbit of a 20 MeV deuteron

ion during the first 75 orbital turns, and Fig. 8.2.4 depicts the precessional motion

of the orbit center, by tracing the same particle from the ion source out to the

extraction region. The origins of the two plots correspond to the geometrical center

of the machine. It can be seen from Fig. 8.2.4 lhat the amplitude of precession

is about 7 rntn and remains constant over most of the acceleration region; this

amplitude mainly depends on the initial conditions of the particle.

The reason that the beattt center spreads out again during the final few orbits

in Fig 8-2-4 can be understood by a more complete analysis, including the effects

of the acceleration. In the smooth acceleration approximation, utilizing the WKB

method (UXUS3])' the amplitude A of the betatron oscillation can be expressed. as

A- (8.2.11)

where, L¿ represents that part of the amplitude which is completely determined by

the initial conditions. When a particle reaches the extraction region, the cyclotron

magnetic field drops off quickly, as does the value of. ur, and consequently the

amplitude is significantly increased. Fig. 8.2.5 shows the distribution of z, along

the average radius of the Princeton cyclotron. \üe note that the curve crosses

1A._
,/r,B
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Fig. 8.2.3 The instantnneous position of the orbit center
(center of curnture) up to ?5 turns for a 20
MeV deuteron. The horizontal and vertical axes
denote along and perpendicu-lar to the the dee
gap, ¡espectively. The origin of the figure repre-
sents the cyclotron center.
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Fis.8.2.4 The precessional motion of the 20 MeV deuteron
beam's orbit cente¡ from the ion source until
the extraction region. Each point in this figure
represents the position of the center as averaged
over one complete orbit turn. This figure shows
that the precessional amplitude is approximately
7 -rn,
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the ur: 1 line at two points, corresponding to r:4 inches and r:27.4 inches,

respectively. Except for the central region and the extraction region, where the value

o1u, changes greatly and is below unity, the value of z, remains nearly constant in

most regions and is about 1.03-1.04. According to eq. (8.2.6), the number of turns

needed for the particle to complete a precessional oscillation is about 30. This is in

agreement with the result of our detailed computation.

To achieve the centering of the beam, an effect that opposes the effects of the

precessional oscillation must be introduced. An introduction for the first harmonic

field component will do this job. By comparing eqs (8.2.4) and (8.2.8), we see that

by choosing the order n of the perturbing field to be approximately equal to ur(it

should be n:1 for the Princeton cyclotron), the deformation of the beam orbit will

have nearly the same form as the precessional oscillation and its amplitude will be

(8.2.12)

where ó1 is the amplitude of the frrst-harmonic field, Bo and ro are average magnetic

field and radius respectively. If we place the first harmonic field in the region where

the value of z, is just above 1 so that 7 - "? 
( 0, and choose properly the value

of the FH amplitude ó1 and of its azimuthal angle, then it is possible to roughJy

cancel the effect of the precessional motion.

Figs. 8.2.6 and 8.2.7 show the movement of the orbit cente¡s when a first

harmonic field component was introduced to the cases for Figs. 8.2.3 and 8.2.4.

The amplitude and the azimuthal position of the first harmonic coils have been

optimized and their optimal values are found to be h : 27 gauss and ó¿: 65o

with reference to our coordinate system. By comparing the two sets of figures, we

Dt:,.{t}41
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can see that after the addition of the first harmonic field the orbit centering has

improved significantly over most of the acceleration range, except in the extraction

region.

Our studies indicate that the optimized values for the amplitude ó1 and the

azimuthal angle öt of the first harmonic field depend strongly on the species of

the beam; for example, the optimized values are ó1 : 18 gauss and /1 - b6o,

respectively, for a 12 MeV proton beam. This dependence on the beam species

can be explained on the basis of eqs (8.2.4) and (8.2.12); the reference particles

for the different ion have different injection conditions, and, most importantly, the

different ions require different magnetic fields to achieve identical trajectories in the

Princeton cyclotron.

8.2.3 The enhancement of the orbit space

An ideal centered orbit is, by definition, the centered stable equilibrium orbit.

In such a case, the successive separations of orbits of the beam depend on the energy

gain per turn. This separation Ar" can be expressed as

Lr"x|Çfft (8.2.13)

Here ro is the radius of the equilibrium orbit, z, is the frequency of radial oscillations,

A,E is the energy gain per orbit turn, and E is the energy of the particle. Fo¡ 20 MeV

deuteron ions in the Princeton cyclotron, Â,8 : 35.56 keV, ro: 2g inch; let us also

take u, = 1. Substituting these values into eq. (8.2.13), we obtain a turn separation

of about 0.7 m¡n. It is important to emphasize ihat an actual beam always has a

radial vridth, due to its initial RF phase spread which causes an energy dispersion
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Fis.8.2.5 The averaged radial focusing frequency distribu-
tion along the radius. The straight line in the
figure represents the vr: 1 resonance. It can be
seen that the resonance happens at r = 4 inches
and ¡ ry 27 inches. Except for the central region
and for the extraction region, where the value of
z" is below unity and changes greatly, the value
of z, is neariy a constant over most of the accel-
eration regions.
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Fis.8.2.6 The instantaneous position of the orbit center
(center of curvature) for the first ?5 turns for a
20 MeV deuteron after the installation of the in-
ner first harmonic field (of Bi : 2Z gauss and
iÞ; : 65o ). Bv comparing this with Fig. 8.2.8,
it can be seen that the ove¡all centet now con-
ve¡ges to the origin.
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in the beam, and also due to the betatron oscillations about the equilibrium orbit.

As a result, the beam bunches in successive orbits may actually overlap before the

extraction. In such a case, it is not possible to attain a single-turn extraction of the

beam.

One option for solving the above problem of overlapping successive orbits is to

utilize the first harmonic perturbing field, but in a different way. From Fig. 8.2.b, it

c^n be noted that the value of u, is 1 at r : 26 inches, and that it then continually

drops off for increasing larger radii. Apparently, the installation of the outer FH

field coils at r x 27 inches (where u, 1 I) would cause a steady increase in the

radial displacement. According to eqs. (8.2.8) and (8.2.9), this displacement has

the form

h1*¿:'oÈT-cos(o -f o) (8.2.t4)

As the frequency z,, continues to faJl even more rapidly, the displacement is con-

verted to an oscillation amplitude and the orbit then precesses with rapidly increas-

ing angular speed. With a proper choice of the azimuthal angle, this precessional

motion will reinforce the radius gain per turn, and thereby yield an exceptionally

large A,r, at the position of the electrostatic extraction channel.

The resultant maximum turn separation Ar can now be expressed as the sum

of two terms,

Ar: Lr"*Lrp (8.2.15)

where Âr" and L,r, are given by eqs. (8.2.13) and (8.2.2).

Figs. 8.2.8 and 8.2.9 demonstrate the precessional motion of the o¡bit center
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for 12 MeV proton ions with and without the installation of the outer FH field,

of 1 gauss, at r x 26 inches. The comparison between these two figures clearly

shows that switching on the outer FH field induces a large off-center motion while

the beam passes through the ur:\ resonance. This causes a significant increase in

the turn separation Âr at the entrance to the electrostatic deflector, as is shown

in Figs 8.2.10 and 8.2.11. In these two f.gures the X-axis represents the orbital

radius which passes the entrance to the electrostatic deflector and Y-axis denotes

the separation between two succesive orbits.

It is obvious that the magnitude of the orbit displacement is proportional to the

field strength and that the direction of this displacement is directly correlated with

the azimuthal angle of the field. Figs. 8.2.12 and 8.2.13 demonstrate another set

of relative beam outputs, using a 2 gauss outer FH field instead of the 1 gauss FH

field that was used previously. By comparing these two figures with Figs. 8.2.g and

8.2.11, u¡e can see that this larger FH field induces a larger precessional motion,

and results in a large turn separation for extraction, than did the 1 gauss field.

flowever, this larger radial amplitude would cause a large axial oscillation through

the nonlinear coupling resonance, as will be described in Section 8.3.2, which follows.

Therefore, based on a compromize between the two conflictting requirements, an

extraction system using the smallest possible radial oscillation amplitude that is

just about strong enough fot 10070 extraction is to be preferred.
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Fig.8.2.7 The precessional motion of the 20 Me\¡ deuteron
beam's orbit center f¡om the ion source until
the extraction region after the inner first har_
monic field of Bi : 27 gauss and tÞ¡ : 650 was
installed. Each point in this figure represents
the position of the center as averaged over one
complete orbit turn. This figure ,ho*, that the
precessional amplìtude is less than one 

'"r,m.
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Fig.8.2.8 (the first following) The precessional motion of
the 12 MeV proton beam's orbit center from ion
source until the extraction region with the inner
first harmonic field oî B; : 18 gauss and iÞ¿ :
56o and wjthout any outer first harmonic field
installed. The figure shows that the precessional
amplitude is less than two mm.

Fig.8.2.9 (the second following) The precessional motion
of the 12 MeV proton beamts orbit center from
ion source until the extraction region with both
the inner first harmonic field of B;: 1g gauss
and iÞ; : 56o and an outer first ha¡monic field
of Bç : 1 gauss and (Þo : 60o installed. The
figure shows that the average center converges
firstly, then due to the eflect of the outer Ffl,
they spread out again so that an incresing turn
space can be obtained at the entrance to the
electrostatic defl ector.
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Fis.8.2.10

Fis.8.2.77

(the frrst following) The turn separation disiri-
bution for the 12 MeV proton beam before outer
FH field was installed. The horizontal axis de-
notes the radius to the entrance to the electro-
static deflecto¡ and the vertical axis represents
the difference of successive orbit radius, that is
Âr : Tn*t - rrr. The figure shows it is nearly a
constant (about 1.5 mm).

(the second following) The turn separation dis-
tribution for 12 MeV proton beam after an outer
FH field of Bo: 1 gauss and iÞo : 120o was in-
stalled at r : 27 inches. Comparing with fig.
8.2.i0 it is seen that due to the effect of the
outer FH field, the turn space increases gradu-
ally. After one loop it reaches up to 8 tntn at the
entrance to the electrostatic deflector.
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Fis.8.2.12

:1 0 0

X ( rnm)

The precessional motion of the 12 MeV proton
be""'t's orbit center f¡om the ion source until the
extraction region with both the inner fi.rst ha¡-
monic field of B¡ : l8 gauss and iÞ; : 56o and
an outer first ha¡monic field of. Bg : 2 gauss
and iÞo : 140o installed. Comparing with fig.
8.2.9, it is seen that the higher outer FE field
drives a stronger off-center motion at the extrac-
tion region.
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Fis.8.2.73 The turn separation distribution for 12 MeV
proton beam after an outer FH field of. Bo - 2
gauss and iÞo = 140o was installed at t :27
inches. Comparing with fig. 8.2.11 it is seen
that the higher outer FH field excited a stronger
ofi-center motion so that the turn separation at
the entrance to the deflector ( about 2g inches)
increased up to 18 tnnt.
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8.3 Computer Simulation of pre-extraction beam

So far, our studies of beam orbits in the Princeton cyclotron have been based

on a single-particle (the reference particle) tracing. flowever, for more detailed

investigations of the optical characteristics of the beam, it is necessary to carry

out a more extensive computer simulation of the beam in phase space. These

studies have been performed using the upgraded dynamics program NEWEEL. As

described in Chapter 7, this program uses the impulse approximation method to

replace the calculation of the electric field at the outer orbits (r > 250cm). In

addition, a nonlinear code, which extends the computation of the main magnetic

field components to higher order, has also been included in NEWEET so that the

nonlinear effects which arise in the extraction region can be treated adeguately.

In these studies, a large number of representative particles are chosen from

the beam ernittance space and are traced through the extraction region. To save

computing time, some simplifications have been made. First, we assumed that the

motion in the full six-dimensional phase space can be decoupled into three separate

parts: radial, axial and longitudinal. Second, in the orbit calculation of the beam

in longitudinal phase space, only the initial phase differences among representative

particles was included. In the orbit calculation in transverse phase space, onJy

the reference particle was traced from the ion source; all the other particles were

traced starting only at a very late orbit turn, and all of their parameters at this

turn were assumed to be the same as those of the reference particle except for their

differing individual positions on the two-dimensional phase space eigen-ellipse. The

computational details and results will now be provided in the following sections.
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8.3.1 Calculations of the bearn in transverse phase space

The orbit calculations of the beam in transverse phase space were begun at the

I75th turn. At this turn, the energy of the reference particle is 8.9 MeV for a 12

MeV proton and 15.5 MeV for a 20 MeV deuteron, respectivelg the magnetic field

is still isochronous, and the effects of the magnetic fringe field have not yet felt. In

the calculations, the two sets of the FH field have been optimized, based on the

previous reference particle tracing that was carried out f¡om the ion source all the

way out to the extraction region. In addition to the reference particle, two sets of

particles were chosen with initial displacements on an (r, r') and (r, u') eigen-ellipses,

respectively, as shown in Figs. 8.3.1 and 8.3.2. The emittance areas chosen for each

set are 3.8 mm-mrad for a 20 MeV deuteron beam and 5.5 t 'r.t-mrad for a 12 MeV

proton beam. These correspond to an initial ernittance area of 120 tnrn-m¡ad at a

beam energy of. Eo : 15 keV. The radial eigen-ellipse was chosen to have a radial

width Ar : 2rnm (about three times the normal radius gain per turn). The axial

eigen-ellipse was determined by choosing Âz : 9rnrn. A beam height of I "-
is about the largest expected in the Princeton cyclotron. These conditions should

suffice for our design studies.

The results of the radial phase space calculation for the 20 MeV deuteron beam

are shown in Fig. 8.3.3. That graph shows the evolution of the r vs. r' ellipses,

through the ur-L resonance to the entrance of the electrostatic defl.ector. The digits

near the last several bunches of the beam denote their turn number. In this diagram

the turns prior to N:200 are not shown, since they are well behaved and rather

uninteresting, and to avoid confusion through over plotting, one print of each two

has been omitted before turn 240. Between turn N:218 and turn N:228, the orbits
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Fiïs.8.3.1, 8.3.2 The initial dist¡ibution of g representative parti-
cles in ¡adial phase space (top) and axial phase
space (bottom) on turn 351. The emittance ar-
eas are 3.8 rnr.r-mrad for a 20 MeV deuteron
beam and 5.5 -tn-m¡ad lor a 72 MeV proton
beam.
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pass through the u¡ :1 resonance and hence are driven off center. As can be seen,

the orbits then execute one large precession loop before reaching the final turn.

This causes the clearance of successive orbits to increase greatly until the last turn

(244), where the clearance is as large as 5 --, which is wide enough to permit the

insertion there of a septum of thickness 0.5 mtn.

To exhibit clearly the evolution of the beam envelope in its axial motion, we did

not supply here the results of the axial calculation in a phase space(2, a') diagram,

instead, instead have directly provided the results for the axial motion of the nine

particles described above. Fig. 8.3.4 shows the results of an axial phase space

calculation for the 12 MeV proton beam, where the horizontal axis denotes the

number of the RF cycle. Since the acceleration of the beam is caused by the second

harmonic electric field, two RF cycles are equivalent here to one particle turn. The

vertical axis represents the axial departures of the particle from the median plane of

the cyclotron. This figure gives the beam envelope in the axial direction for particle

orbit turns between N:175 and N:230 It can be seen that with an optimized FH

field, the amplitude of the beam is constant in the range o1 214 rnm.

8.3.2 Studies of the nonlinear coupling resonance effect

A quick check indicates that, before its extraction, the beam has to pass through

the well-kno\tn coupling resonance u, - Zur:Q. This occurs at E:11.8 MeV and.

tu¡n number N:216 lot 12 MeV protons, and at E:18.g MeV and N:2JZ fo¡ 20

MeV deuterons. To get a clearer physical picture when the coupling resonance

occursr let us derive a relation between radial and axial oscillation âmplitudes for

this case.
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Fis.8.3.3 The evolution of r vs. r' ellipses through the
u¡ : ! resonance to the entrance of the elec-
trostatic deflector. The initial coordinates of the
I representative particles in radial phase space
are defined in fig. 8.3.1. The digits near the last
several bunches of the beam denote their turn
number. To avoid confusion through over plot-
ting, one print of each two has been omitted be-
fore turn 240.
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Fis,8.3.4 The axial oscillation of the 9 particles in axial
phase space (see Fig. 8.3.2) for 12 MeV protons.
The amplitude of the outer FB field used is 1

gauss. The horizontal axis denotes the number
of the RF cycle. Due to the acceleration in the
N : 2 mode, two RF cycles here are equivalent
to one particle turn. The vertical axis represents
the axial departure of the particle's orbits from
the median plane of the cyclotron. It can be
seen that the envelope of the beam is being kept
stable in the range of. z 14 mm.
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As is well known, the resonance effect is caused by the nonlinear terms in the

expansion of the magnetic field. If we keep only the largest nonlinear terms (those

of second order) in the magnetic field, and neglect the effect of flutters in eq. (8.2.2),

then the equations of motion in the transverse direction can be expressed approxi-

mately as

d2æ , z L ,,,
*+ulæ:-rtt"@'_ r') (s.3.1)

#-uls:¡t"æy (8.3.2)

Elere, *:*,a:l,and

,,,, - ,3 d2 nþ")r B('") d'3

Let us now assume that the solutions of eqs. (8.3.1) and (8.3.2) have the form:

A : Asinu"0 and æ : Bsin(ur9 ¡S) (8.3.3)

Ilere, sinurï and sinz'd should have been written most generally as sin J u"60 and

sintur60, but since u, andu, change very slowlyr we can ornit this change in an

approximate analysis.

We now substitute the expressions for x and y and their second order derivatives

into eqs. (8.3.1) and (8.3.2). W. utilize the condition that the coefficients A and B

are slowly varing functions of time(so that their value during one betatron oscillation

period may be considered as constant). Then, we can separate equations 8.3.1 and
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8.3.2 into two independent parts and select the slowly varing part as follows:

dA
d0

uttaB -

a-["or(Zv,O - u,0 - d)] = O

u"A2 -

i-lcos(Zu,O - u,0 - d)l = 0

(8.3.4)

(8.3.5)
dB
i1.0" -

IL 2v" N u,t we have, from the two eqs (8.3.4) and (8.8.5),

-0

By integrating eq. (8.3.6), one can get an important expression, namely that

A2 + 282 : AZ + 2BZ : constant,

o# * n"# (8.3.6)

(8.3.7)

where Ao and Bo are initial amplitudes, and A and B are the amplitudes at any later

time, of the betatron oscillations in the axial and radial directions, respectively. The

expression (8.3.7) indicates that if the radial and axial betatron oscillation frequen-

cies satisfy the condition 2v, 7 tlrt then the coupling resonance would take place.

One significant characteristic by which this resonance differs from the resonance

described by equation (8.2.10), is that it is caused not by the outer perturbing field

but rather by the higher-order terms in the main magnetic field. Another property

of the coupling resonance is that it is a kind of a t'difference" resonance. When this

resonance happens, there exists ar energy exchange between the radial and axial

motions; thus, increase in the oscillation amplitude in one direction must lead to a

decrease of the oscillation amplitude in the other direction. flence, this resonance
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can not lead to an infinite increase in the oscillation amplitude. Also, from expres-

sion (8.3.7) we can find that if the initial axial amplitude Ao is very small and the

initial radial amplitude Bo is very large(that is, if ,4.o ç Bo), when the resonance

happens, then the radial amplitude A might increase up to Jl ti^." the initial

radial amplitude Bo; otherwise, if Ao ) Bo, then the resonance only leads to the

radial amplitude B increasing almost up to ;! ti*"r the initiat axial amplitude ,4.o.

The first of the two situations described above is just the problem about which

we are concerned. As stated in section 8.2, we have installed an outer FE field at

about t:26 inches in order to excite an off-center motion so that at increasing orbit

turn spacing can be attained. Such a large radial oscillation must cause an increment

in the axial amplitude due to the subsequent existence of the coupling resonance (at

r È 28 inches). However, according to our analysis, this axiat amplitude increment

is correlated with the radial amplitude through expression (8.8.2), and as an energy

exchange process' a number of turns are always required to build up the oscillation.

Therefore, if we properly control the radial amplitude, and. consider the very close

radial separation between the two points where the unity resonance ur : L and the

nonlinear coupling resonance u, - 2u": t happen in the princeton cyclotron, it is
then possible for a beam to passes through the extraction region without notable

loss.

Figs. 8.3.5 and 8.3.6 show the axial motion of the nine sample particles of a 12

MeV proton beam, in the phase space(which is described as earlier) with the outer

first harmonic field strengths of 1.5 and 2 gauss, respectively. In these figures, the

horizontal axis denotes the number of RF cycles, and the vertical axis represents

the axial departure from the median plane of the cyclotron, just as in Fig. 8.8.4.
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By comparing these fi.gures, it is found that the beam blows up while crossing the

coupling resonance region if the strength of the first harmonic field is over 1 gauss;

and, the higher the strength of the outer FH, the more seriously the beam blows up.

This observation has important implications for the optimal choice for the va.lue of

the field strength.

8.3.3 computer simulation of the beam in longitudinal phase space

Utilizing a magnetic ûeld calculated by the program "SETOP", the initial value

for the centra^l acceleration phase has been tentatively set at óo : -18o for the

second harmonic acceleration of a 20 MeV deuteron beam. It is assumed that

this central phase corresponds to the portion of the RF pulse with the maximum

current density and therefore the particle with this initiat phase angle should get

the maximum energy gain. Starting at the ion source, a set of orbits was computed

with initial values varying from the central phase by Âd" - tlo, +2o, *Bo, . . . , *go

and with all the other initial conditions being identical to those of the reference

particle (this is justifred since the phase range considered is small). These orbits

were computed out to the point where they enter the electrostatic channel. The

resulting fi.nal values of r and E, as functions of Á'So, arc shown in figs 8.3.2. and

8.3.8. For the central phase (Ado : 0), r:28.88 inches for orbit turn 243 and

r:29.22 inches for turn 244 consequently, the septum was assumed to be located

at r:29.0 inches. Orbits arriving at the septum position (g : 160o) with r less

than this value on one turn, and then with r greater than this va.lue on the next

turn, were considered to enter the channel. Thus, orbits with 
^d" 

between -4.0o

and 6.0o enter on turn 244; while those v¡'ith values between -4.0o and -8.0o or else

between 6.0o and 9.0o ente¡ on turn 245; only those o¡bits which arrive on turns 244
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Fi9s.8.3.5, 8.3.6 The axial oscillation of the 9 particles in axial
phase space (see Fig. 8.3.2) for a 12 MeV proton
beam. The coordinate system used is the same
as that in Fig. 8.3.4. But here different ampli-
tudes of the outer FH field are used, which are
1.5 gauss (the frrst following) and 2 gauss (the
second following), respectively. Comparing them
with Fig. 8.3.4, it can be seen that if the ampli-
tude of the outer FH field is over 1 gauss, then
the beam will blow up while passing through the
nonlinear coupling resonance u, - 2u" : 0 (at
r æ 28 inches). This sets a limitation on the
choice of the parameters of the outer FE field.
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aud245 are shown- - those with higher lÄd"l arrive on later turns. It is important

to note that for all these orbits, the final radius gain per turn, Âr, is 8 rr,r' to 11

rnrn; this achievement of good turn separation for all these orbits results from their

being relatively well centered prior to extraction.

The curves in Fig. 8.3.8, for E vs. A/o, are very similar to those in fig. 8.3.7 for

r vs. Â/o. The parabolic shape of the E vs. A/o curve for N :244 indicates that

the central phase was chosen quite correctly. The side-bands shown for N : 245

are 4o and 3o wide, respectively; the two side-bands for succeeding turns become

progressively narrower. Apparently the location of the septum at r:29.0 inches

gives the maximum possible phase width to the "parabola" on turn 244 in Fig.

8.3.7, viz. 10.0o. These results clearly demonstrate that single turn extraction is

not possible unless this phase width is restricted by using slits in the central region.

If the r value for the septum were increased, the N : 244 parabola would shrink

and the N : 245 side-bands would expand and move inward, when the septum

line reaches r : 29.22 inches, the N : 245 orbit turn would occtlpy the central

parabola (for our present dee voltage, however, the turn separation is not good at

this point). It should be kept in mind that the spreads in radial and axial phase

spacer associated with these central rays, will smear out the E vs. A/o curves. In

addition, of course, some orbits will hit the septum.

From Fig. 8.3.7, it can be seen that, in order to allow all the beam on the central

pa,rabola to be extracted, the width of the electrostatic deflector channel must be at

least 0.20 inches. Indeed, since there are always radial betatron oscillations about

these central rays, the actual radial spread of a beam should be greater than the

value above. In such a case, the extracted beam would have an energy spread
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Figs.8.3.7, 8.3.8 Final radius r (inches) (the first following fig-
ure) and energy E (MeV) (the second following
figure) for orbits of a 2A MeV deuteron beam en-
tering the electrostatic channel on turns 244 and
245 vs. initial phase A@o (degree); septum is io-
cated at r : 29 inches; Aóo : 0 for {o : -18o.
The shaded area in fig. 8.3.8 denotes the portion
which has an energy spread AE -- 20 keV.
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of about 80 keV for the 20 MeV deuteron beam. The shaded area in Fig. 8.8.g

denotes that portion which has an energy spread of ÂE:20 keV or less. This area

corresponds to a phase range of about 5.2o. From the shape of the curve in fig. 8.8.g

we obtain the following approximate expression for estimating the energy resolution

and the corresponding phase range:

LE ! , Lóo,,_Ar_f ' t-E2'2/ (8.3.8)

For example, if a phase spread of A/o < +1o was obtained in the central region by

using the slits, then an extracted beam with an energy resolution of 0.04% should

be attained at the position of the electrostatic channel.

8.4 A computer study of the extracted beam through the electrostatic

channel

The complexity of the design study of the deflector system is increased by the

presence of the strongly varying fiinge field in the ext¡action region. This is due

not only to the fluctuation of the field along the azimuthal position (see eq. g.2.2),

but also to the field rapid fall off along the radial direction, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Furthermore, the voltage of the electrode that is used for bend,ing the beam outward

is so high (e.g. for a 20 MeV deuteron beam, it is about 45 kV) that the effect of

the stray electric field at the entrance to the deflector can not be neglected. Finally,

the curvature of the geometry of the electrostatic channel must vary continuously

in accordance with the variation of the magnetic field along the beam path. Bence,

it is not possible to keep the electric field always perpendicular to the motion of

the ci¡culating beam and this results in a change in the beam energy. Therefore,
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the beam energy can not be constant during the passage through the long channel

(in our case, it is about 1 -), and the resulting energy change will again affect the

curvature of the beam.

To refine the design of the electrostatic deflector, and to make corrections to the

existing system, a more exact computer investigation of the extracted beam, as it

passes through the channel, has been performed by the author of this dissertation.

All the factors that were described above were taken into account in this stud¡

which we shall now describe in more detail.

First, a three-dimensional relaxation computation has been performed to ob-

tain an accurate electric field distribution at the entrance to the deflector. The

dimensions of the deflector are as follows: the septum is 0.51 rnm thick and 56 -'n
high; the high-voltage electrode is 18 r"* high; the width of channel between the

electrode and the septum ranges from 6.4 to 8 --i and the height of the top block

above the median plane is 68 mm. Because of these dimensions, we chose for our

relaxation computation a volume of 128 x 256 x 56 with a step size array which

gradually changes, form 2 -+ 1 --+ 0.5 -+ 0.25 rnrn. Such a choice of steps enables us

to fully cover the whole physical boundary and also takes into full account the very

thin septum. The region that is covered by the 0.25 mm data set, is 32 x 64 x 14

(**)t.

In studying the remaining part of the deflector, we considered it as consisting

of six geometrical pieces for the purpose of our calculation, and assumed that each

of them had a fixed center and radius of curvature. The following analytic formulae
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were then employed to calculate the electric fleld inside the channel.

E- (8.4.1)
nlos(#)

1: atct'anlt (8.4.2)

(8.4.3)E" : E cosr¡ Eu : E sinr¡

Above, V is voltage of the electrode; R is distance between the particle position and

the instantaneous curvature center; Rr, Rz are, respectively, the radii of curvature

of the channel inner and outer boundaries at the particlets azimuthal position; and

k is the slope of the normal to the channel. It can be seen that the direction of the

electric field now depends only on the geometric configuration. The axiat component

of the electric field has been neglected inside the channel (but exists in the fringe

field region), since the channel is very narrow and quite high.

Subsequently, utilizing the computed electric field data of the deflector, the

calculations described in sections 8.2 and 8.3 were continued to trace the beam

through the channel, taking into account the effects of the measured magnetic field.

Fig. 8.4.1 shows the trajectory of the reference particle for a 20 MeV deuteron

in a channel with a width of 8 m.m and with an electrode voltage of 61 kV. First

the dee voltage was adjusted (to 35.524 kV) for optimum beam entrance to the

channel. The whole boundary of the channel is indicated by the dotted line in

Fig 8.4.1. Several magnetic field values along the channel are given in that graph,

and the energy of the particle at each of these points is shown. It can be seen

that along the trajectory of the reference particle in the channel, the magnetic field
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keeps changing; this field decreases f¡om 1.42 Tesla down to 0.67 Tesla, and then

increases again up to 1.25 Tesla. At the same time, due to the effects of the electric

field of the deflector, the energy of the reference particle changes along the path,

increasing from 19.886 MeV at the entrance up to 19.92 MeV, falling down to a

minimum value of 19.882 MeV, and at the end of the deflector increasing again up

to its maximum value o1 19.922 MeV. The change of the energy of the reference

particle in the channel is about *40 keV. The effect of this energy change on the

orbit curvature is apparently not negligible.

The results of tracing the beam of 9 particles in the radial phase space(which

was defined in section 8.3.2), are shown in Fig. 8.4.2, where the coordinate system

is the same as in Fig.8.4.1, and where an identical deflector geometry was used.

Clearly, the beam spreads out while it passes through the channel. At the entrance,

the beam is about 1.6 'nm wide in the radial direction, but when it reaches the

end of the channel, its width increases to about 3 mm, i.e. the width has nearly

doubled. This widening is primarily due to the effect of the fringe magnetic field.

The sudden drop in the main magnetic field in this region (for r )30 inches) results

in the field index k : þff becoming less than -1, so that the beam would undergo

defocusing in the radial direction. Therefore, it is preferable to have a wider channel

at the tail part of the deflector.

A tracing calculation of the beam in longitudinal phase space(described in Sec-

tion 8.3.3) was also carried out, and the results are shown in Fig. 8.4.3. It can be

seen from this figure that most of representative particles, those which corresponded

to an initial RF phase range of from -10o to -22o, ar.d had entered the channel, hit

the inner plate at the middle part of the deflector. Only three particles, with ini-
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tiat RF phases of -18o (reference particle), -19o and -17o, respectively, got through

the deflector. This result, plus a closer inspection of Figs. 8.4.1 and 8.4.2r leads

us to believe that the configuration of the present deflector in the Princeton Cy-

clotron might be improper. Although this configuration was tested by tracing only

one species of beam (20 MeV deuterons), the deflector will be improper also for

other species. The different beams will behave similarly in the channel, except that

different deflector voltages will be needed to match the difference in energy.
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Fis.8.4.l The trajectory of the reference particle for 20 MeV deuterons in the

channel of width of 8 mm. The chosen electrode voltage is 61 kev.

several representative magnetic field and energy values along the tra-

jectory of the particle are recorded above the channel'
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Fis.8.4.2 The trajectories of the 9 particles representing a 20 MeV deuteron

beam in radial phase space (see Fig. 8.3.1) in the channel of width

of 8 mm. The chosen electrode voltage is 61 keV. It is seen that the

beam spreads significantly when it reaches the end of the channel.
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Fis.8.4.3 The trajectory of a 20 MeV deuteron beam with an initial RF phase

rangeof -10o lo -22o in the I mm wide channel. The chosen elec-

trode voltage is 61 keV. It is seen that most of particles hit the inner

plate at the middle part. The three surviving particles had initial RF

phases of -18o, -17o and -19o, respectively.
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Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusions

The author has developed a modified beam orbit dynamics code, which can

be used for a design study over the full range of a cyclotron. In this program,

the electric potential distribution in the central region was obtained using a quasi-

static approximation. The successive over-relaxation method was employed to solve

n'rnerically the three-dimensional Laplace equation, ensuring high accuracy for the

refined design study in the region. For the outer orbits of the particles in the

cyclotron, this calculation is replaced by one based on an impulse approximation

method, which makes it possible to proceed with a beam tracing computation from

the ion source all the way out to the extraction region. The calculation of the

magnetic field components off the median plane (" I 0) of the cyclotron has been

extended to include higher-order (za) terms. Therefore, it is now possible to perform

a study of the nonlinear resonance effects which act on the beam in the extraction

region. In addition, our computer code also encompasses the effects of the insertion

of an external exciting harmonic field and hence can be conveniently used for a

study of the precessional extraction of a beam from the cyclotron.

\ /ith the upgraded computer program, NEWEEL, an extensive redesign inves-

tigation of the beam extraction system for the Princeton University cyclotron was

ca¡ried out.

Two beam species were chosen for this study: (1) a 12 MeV proton beam under

the existing central geometry; and (2) a 20 MeV deuteron beam under the newly

designed central geometry. In the study, single-particle tracing calculations from
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the ion source to the end of the extraction channel were performed. Furthermore,

the optical properties of the whole beam over the full acceleration energy range

were also studied through the computer simulative orbit tracing.

A.s a result of these studies, some parameters of the extraction system have been

determined and optimized as follows:

1. The strength and azimuthal angle of the inner FH (First Barmonic) field

should be:

18 gauss and 56o,

27 gauss and 65o,

for the 12 MeV proton beam

for the 20 MeV deuteron beam.

In our calculations, under these conditions, a well centered 12 MeV proton and

20 MeV deuteron beams were obtained over most of the acceleration range of the

cyclotron.

2. The optimal outer FH field parameters are closely related to the limitations

on the beam axial amplitude that are due to the coupling resonance Lh - 2u" : g.

Our studies indicated that as long as the amplitude of the outer FH field was less

than 1.5 gauss, then the beam could pass through the resonance region without

serious losses. As a compromise, the outer FH field amplitude in the study was

chosen as 1 gauss, and the azimuthal angles are g0o for the 12 MeV protons and

60o for the 20 MeV deuterons. In this case, the turn separation for each of these

two beams is over 8 rr'tr, at the entrance to the electrostatic deflector.

It should be noted that this large turn separation results from three factors: (1)

the acceleration effect (this contributes 2 rnrn for the 12 MeV protons and 1.5 m-

for the 20 MeV deuterons.); (Z) the sudden drop of the main magnetic field in the
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extraction region (this contributes about 2.5 mrn for the 12 MeV protons and 4 mtn

for the 20 MeV deuterons); (3) the excitation effects of the outer FH field (which

contributes the remainder of the turn separation).

3. The optimum radial position of the septum at the entrance is, according

to the calculation, 28.85 inches away from the geometric center. This is true both

for the 12 MeV proton beam, using the existing central geometry, and for the 20

MeV deuterons, using the new central geometry. EIowever, the present position of

the septum is fixed at r : 29 inches. Such a displacement of the septum location

away from its optimized position can, of course, be compensated for. This can be

done by adjusting either the dee voltage (for example, it was reduced by ffi in

our study), or the main magnetic field, so that the beam is "forcedtt to enter the

channel; however, such adjusted values are actually not the optimum ones for the

beam. Therefore, a radially-readjustable deflector equipment is preferred, and it is

suggested that the new septum should begin at r : 28.5 inches.

4. The choice of the electrostatic channel width depends on the requirements

for the extracted beam. The calculation for the 20 MeV deuteron beam shows that

for single-turn extraction, the radial spread of the beam is about 4 mm due to

the initial phase difference (see Fig. 8.4.3), plus about 1.6 mrn due to the radial

betatron oscillation, so that a minimum electrostatic channel width of 5.6 rnm would

be required. But, as \ñ¡as mentioned in Section 8.4, the spreads radially extensively

while passing through the channel, due to the effect of radial focusing. Flom Fig.

8.4.2,, it can be seen that the width of the beam in radial phase space at the end

of the channel is nearly 50% wider than at the entrance. Therefore, a channel with

a gradually increasing width should be utilized. For the beam with higher energy
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resolution (for exampl., mrLO), it is not an important matter.

5. The electrode voltage used in my study of the 20 MeV deuteron beam is 61

kV for an 8 mm wide channel. This is equivalent to 48.8 kV for the existing 6.4

.ttt t channel. The criterion for choosing a suitable voltage is to enable the reference

particle to pass through the channel.

Using the parameters given above, and the newly designed central region, single-

turn extraction of the beam, with very good quality, can be attained in the Princeton

cyclotron. According to our computer study for the 20 MeV deuteron beam, the

ttsingle-turnt' extracted beam at the entrance to the electrostatic deflector has an

RF phase range of about 10o and an energy spread of about 60 keV. The relation

between the energy resolution and corresponding phase spread can be approximately

expressed as

LE 7.Lóo.,
E= z\ 2 )-

This can be taken as a criterion for choosing the necessary slit width in the central

region to match some given requirement for the energy resolution of the beam.

Our study has indicated that the present configuration of the electrostatic chan-

nel is not optimal. This is demonstrated in Figs. 8.4.1-8.4.3. These computational

results are in agreement with the previous experimenta^l observation at Princeton

that the used septums and shoes that have been replaced in the cyclotron have

regularly exhibited a lot of scars (burned into them by the beams) appearing at the

middle part of the septums and at the tail end of the shoes. A remachining of the

equipment is under consideration. This is expected to increase the external beam

current substantially. Subsequently, a beam transrnission calculation through the
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magnetic deflector should be performed.

The correct choice for the central (or reference) particle is very important. Our

beam orbit dynamics study has been based on the tracing of this centra.l particle,

and most of the parameters that we chose were derived from the results of this

study. By definition, the central particle should be that particle which attains

the maximum energy gain (for a fixed number of turns) when extracted. Most

importantly, the beam cu¡rent should get its maximum density closely around this

particle; thus, a beam with high resolution and with a substantia^l current intensity

would be obtained after the installation of the slits in the central region. The initial

deterrnination of the central particle coordinates was made from the centra^l region

design study. But, after extending the study to cover the full energy range of the

cyclotron, the author found that this initiat choice for the central particle is not

optimal. Therefore, for the 20 MeV deuteron beam in the present study, the author

has adjusted the initial RF phase of the central particle from the original -40o to

-18o, and some other parameters \üere also readjusted accordingly.

As we noted in Chapter 6, the Princeton cyclotron is a multi-particle, multi

mode variable-energy machine. Our beam orbit dynamics study, however, has so

far been limited to two beam species (12 MeV protons and 20 MeV deuterons) and

to only one acceleration mode (N : 2). In addition, to match the different beams

that are needed for different experiments, two different central structures were de-

signed by Dr. Yoon and Professor Oh, one for the N : 2 high energy resolution

mode and the other for the N : 2 high intensity mode. All these different beam

species, acceleration modes and centra.l geometries require individual beam orbit

dynamics computations so as to determine their respective parameters for beam
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extraction. Ilowever, after our systematic investigations, as described above, the

properties of the extraction system of the Princeton cyclotron have become very

clear, and a powerful computer code is now available. Therefore, after the exper-

imental deterrnination of these parameters for one species of beam, the computer

code can be used to compute these parameters for any other beam. Finall¡ a de-

tailed interpolation table can be provided which would give all the settings for the

cyclotron operation for any desired beam.
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